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FOREWORD

This dissertation is organized into six chapters. The first chapter provides the history and
background of the field of soundscape ecology. This chapter also presents the problem statement
and overarching goals of each subsequent chapter.
This work represents an effort to advance the field of soundscape ecology using approaches from
other fields, in particular, those from computational musicology, data mining, signal processing
and conservation biology. As such, the work is highly interdisciplinary and has required
collaborations across theses disciplines. This four plus year effort required extensive fieldwork,
data analysis, and contextualization to environmental and technological challenges that are unique
and required assistance from others. It has required me to work in small collaborative,
interdisciplinary teams to move these ideas forward. This has allowed me to grow as an
interdisciplinary scientist, which is extremely important for 21st century scholars. A brief
acknowledgement to these contributors is listed below. Ultimately, the work here represents my
original ideas, and so any errors and omissions rest with me as a new scholar in this area, but the
contributions of many others are fully recognized and deeply appreciated.
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ABSTRACT

Author: Bellisario, Kristen, M. Doctor of Philosophy
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: Using Computational Musicological Approaches and Informatics to Characterize
Soundscapes in Diverse Natural and Human-dominated Ecosystems.
Major Professor: Bryan C. Pijanowski
The overarching objective of my dissertation research is to use computational musicology and
informatics methods to characterize soundscapes in myriad ecosystems across different
disturbance gradients. Three questions guided my research:
Can my methods place sound signals into three major sound source bins (classes) better
than current approaches?
How can traditional metrics quantify disturbance and temporal periods within a timedependent structure?
Can a multi-labeling approach allow for content discovery in a soundscape ecology
database?
To address these questions, I organized the dissertation into three research chapters.
The second chapter, “Spectral timbral analysis for discrimination of soundscape components,”
explores sound beyond traditional acoustic metrics and utilizes spectral features as described in
MIR systems as a novel approach to classify dominant soundscape compositions. Current
soundscape analyses consider the acoustic properties of frequency and amplitude resulting in
varied metrics, but rarely focus on the discrimination of soundscape components. Computational
musicologists, however, ingest similar data but consider a third acoustic property, timbre. We used
recording samples from three different ecosystems from the soundscape library at the Center for
Global Soundscape to demonstrate the efficacy of timbre in distinguishing among dominant
soundscape components.
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The third chapter, “A rapid assessment monitoring framework to characterize a loud sound event
stressor on a vocalizing bird community in a US Midwestern prairie,” addresses the two research
questions that broach traditional metrics to quantify disturbance in an ecosystem to a rapid
assessment approach in a coupled-human natural system. This chapter is the result of two years of
field experience at a restored prairie in a US Midwestern prairie. We investigate how a proposed
stressor-response monitoring framework could be used to quantify changes in a vocalizing
community’s response to a loud sound event (LSE) at an urban historical park. The framework
utilizes time-dependent data to assess an LSE stressor using a passive acoustic recorder network.
The fourth chapter, “Data mining for soundscape content using a multi-label kNN approach"
presents a case study for rapid assessment of disturbance in a temperate forest. The multi-label
approach combines practice of knowledge discovery with music information retrieval systems
using recordings from a long-term study on climate change in Tippecanoe County, Indiana. The
aim was to see if soundscape content analysis using a supervised clustering method could
contribute to a system that assesses the impact of altered soundscapes on wildlife communities and
human systems. We propose a soundscape content analysis framework for improved knowledge
outcome with assistance of the multi-label (ML) concept.
Finally, the fifth chapter provides summary remarks about each chapter and the future of the field.
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CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

About Soundscape Ecology

Nature’s sounds are linked to environmental quality and are a fundamental property of ecosystems
(Pijanowski, Villanueva, Dumyahn, Farina, Krause, Napoletano, … & Pierette, 2011; Schafer,
1973). Ecologists have traditionally quantified the impact of disturbances on patterns and
processes of ecosystems by examining how key variables change over ecological or human
disturbance gradients (Terborgh, 1971). Soundscape ecology extends this examination to sound in
the environment. Sounds within a soundscape are catalogued into three sonic sources: geophysical,
biological and anthropogenic (Gage & Axel, 2013; Pijanowski et al., 2011). Soundscape ecologists
are interested in how this composition describes the relationships of wildlife and human-coupled
systems, and the spatial-temporal patterns of these natural soundscapes with and without human
influence (Lubchenco, 1998; Pijanowski et al., 2011). This transformative field provides scientists
with a fresh paradigm to address contemporary global issues (in sensu Vitousek, Mooney,
Lubchenco & Melilla, 1997).
Leading soundscape ecologists have determined that sound measurements can describe various
qualities of a place (Gage & Axel, 2013; Pijanowski et al., 2011). They have developed a set of
metrics that measure the power spectrum, diversity of acoustic patterns as they relate to
biodiversity, and spatial patterns that explain large-scale similarities and differences across
disturbance gradients. Soundscape ecologists believe that soundscape measurements are an
economical and efficient way to gather environmental data. Currently, global sound study sites are
longitudinal in nature focusing on specific ecosystems, seasonal and diurnal patterns, and human
threats such as invasive species, land use change and geophysical occurrences like wildfires (Foley
et al., 2005; Lubchenco, 1998; Westerling, Gershunov, Brown, Cayan & Dettinger, 2003).
The Center for Global Soundscape (CGS) is addressing contemporary environmental issues by
collecting soundscape data from around the world. Efforts are underway to help describe, represent
and explain the changes and variability in these soundscapes. For instance, acoustic monitoring is
a solution to quantifying changes in land-use and land-cover compositions (Pijanowski et al., 2011)
and relevant as changes to native habitat is known to reduce species diversity (Pickett & White,
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1985). Current results provide an exciting insight into these problems but have been limited by
statistical approaches for time-dependent data, metrics focused on amplitude and frequency
measurements, and incorporation of content elements for improved database management.
Interpretation and predictive quality of the CGS ecosystem datasets are a major challenge.

1.2

Research Problem

In the last twenty years, researchers have increased interdisciplinary conversations to see if other
fields might have solutions or ideas that compliment current theories. Soundscape ecology has
attracted researchers from diverse fields, including ecologists, acousticians, statisticians, and
musicians. Using a computational musicological approach for soundscape analysis offers a new
perspective. Computational musicology combines the physics of sound, psychoacoustics, and
statistics to quantify musical features with notable contributions by those who employ
computational musicological approaches in Music Information Retrieval (MIR) systems (S2S2
Consortium, 2007; Smith, 2002). Sometimes sound frequencies overlap each other, making it
difficult to know what the sound source is in the space. As natural music systems parallel sound
production qualities in animals, we hypothesize that the features used by Music Information
Retrieval practitioners to differentiate between instruments may provide features to help
understand the content in soundscape field recordings. But, soundscapes comprise much more than
animal sounds, with geophysical conditions, like wind or rain, and anthropogenic sounds, such as
manmade machines, adding complexity to the composition. Soundscape ecologists lack tools and
techniques that can extract important, specific sound sources and place them into a logical,
organized framework.
Scientists are using acoustic monitoring to assess the impact of altered soundscapes on wildlife
communities and human systems. In fact, passive acoustic recorders are the preferred tool for
soundscape ecologists, and as such, they are amassing large, complex datasets of millions of
recordings to study coupled-human natural systems (Pijanowski et al., 2011). One problem with
using a network of passive acoustic recorders is that the samples collected at intervals are pseudoreplicated samples. To utilize the full potential of samples collected, soundscape ecologists need
statistical methods and analysis frameworks to analyze their data. One approach to dealing with
pseudo-replication is to use a time-dependent model (Chatfield, 2016). Another approach is to
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consider working with complex databases that use a multi-label approach (Omrani, Abdallah,
Charif & Longford, 2015). Metrics describing environmental sound utilize a different set of
standard measurements, such as minimum frequency and signal-to-noise ratios, but may not be
utilizing the full potential of the metrics, as in the combination of metrics for predictive value.
Supervised learning, a method in data mining, uses pattern recognition algorithms to train datasets
and predict an outcome on testing datasets with applications in land use change (Omrani, Tayyebi
& Pijanowski, 2017) and environmental monitoring (Spate, Gilbert, Sanchez-Marre, Frank, Comas
& Athanasiadis, 2006). The combinations of these metrics are not frequently employed by
soundscape ecologists. And, many of the metrics require extensive manual labeling to provide a
ground truth for their results. Thus, improved labeling of the content in a field recording could
provide soundscape ecology with rapid assessment tools and a structured, query-based system. By
combining theory and practice of each field in the context of Knowledge Discovery in Databases
(KDD), we could improve the knowledge outcome in soundscape analysis.

1.3
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CHAPTER 2.
SPECTRAL TIMBRAL ANALYSIS FOR
DISCRIMINATION OF SOUNDSCAPE COMPONENTS

by Kristen M. Bellisario, Jack VanSchaik, Zhao Zhao,
Amandine Gasc, Hichem Omrani, and Bryan C. Pijanowski

2.1

Abstract

1: Soundscape ecology evaluates biodiversity and environmental disturbances by investigating the
interaction among soundscape components (biological, geophysical, and human-produced sounds)
using data collected with autonomous recording units. Current analyses consider the acoustic
properties of frequency and amplitude resulting in varied metrics, but rarely focus on the
discrimination of soundscape components. Computational musicologists analyze similar data but
consider a third acoustic property, timbre.
2: Here, we investigated the effectiveness of spectral timbral analysis to distinguish among
dominant soundscape components. This process included manually labeling and extracting
spectral timbral features for each recording. Then, we tested classification accuracy with linear
and quadratic discriminant analyses on combinations of spectral timbral features.
3: Different spectral timbral feature groups distinguished between biological, geophysical, and
manmade sounds in a single field recording. Furthermore, as we tested different combinations of
spectral timbral features that resulted in both high and very low accuracy results, we found that
they could be ordered to “sift” out field recordings by individual dominant soundscape component.
4: By using timbre as a new acoustic property in soundscape analyses, we could classify dominant
soundscape components effectively. We propose further investigation into a sifting scheme that
may allow researchers to focus on more specific research questions such as understanding changes
in biodiversity, discriminating by taxonomic class, or to inspect weather-related events.
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2.2

Introduction

Soundscape ecology is an emerging science that provides a new paradigm to address a variety of
global environmental change issues (Pijanowski, Farina, Gage, Dumyahn, & Krause, 2011a;
Pijanowski, Villanueva-Rivera, Dumyahn, Farina, Krause, Napoletano, … & Pieretti, 2011b; in
sensu Vitousek, Mooney, Lubchenco, & Melillo 1997). Soundscapes — defined as the
combination of biological (e.g., animal vocalizations), geophysical (e.g., thunder, rain) and
anthropogenic (e.g., transportation) sounds in a landscape (Pijanowski et al., 2011b) — contain
information that can be used to study environmental patterns and processes. Soundscape analyses
have been successfully applied to evaluate patterns of biodiversity in the context of environmental
disturbances (Farina & Pieretti, 2014; Sueur, Aubin, & Simonis, 2008).
Autonomous recording units (ARUs) are widely used survey instruments deployed to collect sound
in the field for large temporal and/or spatial scale ecological research projects. As audio files
contain a vast amount of data per unit, long-term landscape level studies tend to amass large
volumes of recordings that are challenging to analyze with traditional “listen and tag” approaches
(Towsey, Parsons, & Sueur, 2014; Zhao, Zhang, Xu, Bellisario, Dai, Omrani, & Pijanowski, 2017).
Thus, researchers need efficient, automated analysis methods for conducting a majority of
soundscape ecological research.
Two classes of approaches are currently being used by soundscape ecologists using automated
techniques. This first approach is applied to species presence-absence surveys; these methods use
segmentation of a sound file into species calls which are then matched to a known template of
spectral characteristics using machine learning algorithms (e.g., Keen, Ross, Griffiths, Lanzone,
& Farnsworth, 2014; Zhao et al., 2017). Automating these tools has been successfully
demonstrated by a variety of researchers and is useful for studies designed to determine if a rare
species is present at a location.
The second approach includes the application of metrics of broad spectral features in a recording
(Sueur et al., 2014). These acoustic indices calculate the sonic complexity across a recording,
integrating frequency and amplitude properties through such features as the entropy, evenness and
dominance of frequencies, frequency band ratios, the number of frequency peaks, or the
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complexity of all signals across temporal and spectral ranges of the recordings. In one comparison
of indices in varying landscapes, the acoustic complexity index (ACI) (Pieretti & Farina, 2013)
and bioacoustics index (Boelman, Asner, Hart, & Martin, 2007) were linked to bird acoustic
activity while the acoustic diversity index (ADI) (Villanueva-Rivera, Pijanowski, Doucette &
Pekin, 2011) was sensitive to nocturnal activity (Fuller, Axel, Tucker, & Gage, 2015). Pekin et al.
(2014) also showed that specific frequency bands as well as the ADI were positively correlated
with the structural complexity of vegetation in a Neotropical rainforest that varied from old growth
to young, secondary forests.
However, both current approaches to developing measures of acoustic patterns across space and
time have their shortcomings. For the first approach, automated species detection requires the
knowledge of the calls of every species present in a recording. Although much is known of bird
calls, other animal calls such as amphibians, insects, fish and aquatic invertebrates are widely
unknown. The call of many mammals are extremely complex (e.g., primates) and species detection
methods applied to those species have not been very successful. The second approach, although
widely used currently, make numerous assumptions about the nature of sound and their sound
sources limiting their use in natural resource management. For instance, the Normalized
Difference Soundscape Index (NDSI) (Kasten, Gage, Fox, & Joo, 2012) provides a ratio of animal
and human soundscape contribution but its anthrophony frequency boundaries may include animal
species that vocalize within the anthrophony frequency range (Eldridge, Casey, Moscoso, & Peck,
2016; Towsey et al., 2014). Thus, the reliability of acoustic indices is influenced by several factors
that require substantial interpretation and may affect the quality of the result (Fairbrass, Rennett,
Williams, Titheridge, & Jones, 2017; Mammides, Goodale, Dayananda, Kang, & Chen, 2017).
Often, reliability of these indices is affected by geophonic and anthropogenic sounds captured in
soundscape field recordings. As many researchers focus exclusively on the analysis of biophonic
sounds, a filtering method of these competing sounds might aid researchers who are limited in the
ability to interpret the biophony component and potentially improve index reliability.
In this paper, we present a novel approach for classifying the dominant soundscape composition
of biophony, geophony, and/or anthrophony using a method classically used in musicology,
spectral timbral analysis. Musicians have recognized “timbre” as a significant property of a sound
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signal influenced by composition (e.g., wood versus metal), shape (e.g., bell size), and sound
production mechanism (e.g., string versus reed). The Acoustical Society of America defines timbre
as the “attribute of auditory sensation which enables a listener to judge that two non-identical
sounds, similarly presented and having the same loudness and pitch, are dissimilar” (Kitamura
1988). Recently, a group of computational musicologists has developed approaches that quantify
timbral qualities, for instance using spectral features, to classify musical instruments (Peeters,
Giordano, Susini, Misdariis, & McAdams, 2011). This group refers to this approach as Music
Information Retrieval (MIR), a system that relies on models to solve audio classification problems
using temporal and spectral features (Downie, 2003).
Spectral timbral analysis has been applied to tonal and noise-like signals in controlled tests using
labeled samples (e.g., bird, cow, thunder, specific music instrument) and effective classification
results were obtained (Mitrovic, Zeppelzauer, & Eidenberger, 2007). As sound production
mechanisms of terrestrial species (Marler, 1967; Wiley & Richards, 1978) are similar to those of
idiophone (e.g. stringed) and aerophone (e.g., air) instruments (von Hornbostel & Sachs ,1914),
we propose that MIR classification methods (Herrera, Amatriain, Batlle, & Serra, 2000) may be
an adaptable analysis for soundscape ecologists. For instance, some birds and most insects may be
considered idiophones, while more melodic birds and many amphibians may be aerophones.
Limited research has been conducted on how spectral timbral features classify field recordings that
contain biological and non-biological sound sources (Bormpoudakis, Sueur, & Pantis, 2013) and
to date, MIR methods have not been applied to soundscape ecology research. Considering that
musical sound production properties are similar to those in the ecology domain, we were interested
in whether these features could distinguish between soundscape classes of anthrophony, geophony,
and biophony, or in what capacity was this possible. Methods that could assist in further
deconstructing sound sources to major animal taxonomic classes (e.g., taxonomic groups of birds,
insects, amphibians, etc.) would be a great improvement over the approaches that employ acoustic
metrics. We argue that spectral timbral features have the potential to characterize soundscape field
recordings by dominant soundscape composition group (biophony, geophony, and anthrophony)
and should complement current analysis approaches.
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Here, we use MIR methods to demonstrate the efficacy of using a spectral timbral analysis
approach to the field of soundscape ecology. Recordings from three contrasting ecosystems:
tropical forest, an arid grassland, and an open field in an estuary system, were analyzed and the
performance of spectral timbral features in classifying sound samples to ecologically meaningful
classes was evaluated. In the rest of this paper, Section 2 briefly describes timbre as an acoustic
feature from the perspective of the musicology field. Section 3 describes field recordings and
spectral timbral analysis process. Experimental results and discussion are provided in Section 4
and 5.

2.3

Background: timbre as an acoustic feature

One of the first musicologists to quantify timbre was Schouten (1968) who suggested that timbre
has several acoustic dimensions including temporal and spectral envelopes (Figure 1). In Figure 1,
the temporal envelope describes the waveform by overall shape of the signal (attack, sustain, decay,
and release) over time while the characteristics of the spectral envelope are determined by the size
of its sound source and the composition of its resonator, e.g., wood or metal. In this example, a
single pitch (440 Hz) (1) is notated by three different sound sources, a tuning fork (2a), guitar (2b),
and recorder (2c) that results in a waveform. The temporal envelope (3a) is the shape of this
waveform and described as the amplitude of the pitch over time. The guitar exhibits a more varied
curve because it uses a string that vibrates to produce sound. The shape of the recorder’s envelope
is smoother than the guitar and displays greater amplitude variation because air pressure is used to
produce sound. Each instrument has a similar shaped temporal envelope because each is playing
the same pitch, however, the differences between these sounds are more evident in the spectral
envelope (3b). The pure tone emitted from the tuning fork has a single harmonic peak at 440 Hz.
While the recorder and guitar have a harmonic peak at 440 Hz like the tuning fork, they also have
harmonic peaks at different frequencies that simultaneously resonate when the single pitch of 440
Hz is played by the instrument. It is this type of difference between the spectral envelopes of the
tuning fork, guitar, and recorder that provide a unique set of descriptors that can identify one
instrument from another instrument. Ultimately, the full set of timbral features exhibited in
temporal and spectral envelopes can be quantified.
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Instrument timbral profiles vary due to sound production and resonators, resulting in unique
patterns including those generated by a vibration from hitting, shaking, and/or scraping
(idiophone), and by the modulation of vibrations of air or other mediums (aerophone). These
sound-production mechanisms are similar to those of sources in soundscapes. Although MIR
models are not expressly designed to analyze soundscape recordings, some non-musical sounds
have been identified in MIR analysis that share similar features with soundscape ecology
recordings, such as a dog bark or rain (Mitrovic, 2006).
In particular, one MIR feature set used for instrument classification consists of spectral timbral
features, a type of frequency-domain measurement resulting in unique spectral envelopes. More
specifically, spectral centroid describes the brightness of sound and is also known to detect the
difference among sounds, for instance those produced by various techniques of a violin bow; and
spectral slope indicates how the sound tapers off toward high frequencies, with higher values
indicating a stronger low frequency component (Bullock & Conservatoire, 2007). Both spectral
centroid and spectral slope are highly correlated for harmonic instruments (r=0.96), but may be
unique classifiers in a soundscape. Three other spectral features measure differences in the
bandwidth and include spectral skewness — relationship to the mean and spread of the spectrum;
spectral spread — the distribution of energy among frequencies; and spectral variance – a
weighted version of spectral spread. These measurements are influenced by the beginning of a
sound, or articulation features, and offer unique characteristics that MIR technologists (Agostini,
Longari, & Pollastri, 2003; Gutierrez, 2006; Peeters et al., 2011; Tzanetakis & Cook, 2002) and
audiologists (Krimphoff, McAdams, Winsberg, Petit, Bakchine, Dubois, … & Vellas, 1994) have
successfully used for sound classification tasks. Soundscape recordings often include overlapping,
or polyphonic, sounds. Recent MIR work has shown that instrument families (e.g., flute, violin,
french horn) can be classified with the correct complimentary set of features even within a
polyphonic texture (Muller, Ellis, Klapuri, & Richard, 2011). Based on the aforementioned studies,
spectral centroid, spectral slope, spectral skewness, spectral spread, and spectral variance, as well
as their different combinations, were investigated in this paper.
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2.4

Materials and methods

The overall workflow of our proposed spectral timbral analysis procedure consists of three main
phases: 1) soundscape bank selection, 2) feature extraction, and 3) validation (Figure 2). The
stratified random samples of sound recordings used in this work, i.e. the soundscape bank, are field
recordings collected from three different ecosystems. The feature extraction step is a crucial step
that computes spectral timbral measurements for each recording in the sound bank. Validation
focused on identifying ecologically meaningful classes using an adapted sensory evaluation
method (SEM) after an observation window length was determined. Then, based on five individual
spectral timbral features, feature groups were assessed in terms of soundscape composition
classification accuracy using discriminant analysis (DA).
2.4.1

Soundscape bank selection

We selected soundscape recordings from the Center for Global Soundscapes (CGS) soundscape
library located at Purdue University (West Lafayette, Indiana, USA). These stereo recordings were
collected in the field with ARU SM2+ (Wildlife Acoustics Inc., Maynard, MA, USA). All
recordings had a duration of ten minutes and a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz with 16-bit depth. We
considered soundscape recordings for four discrete time periods (dawn – 6-8:30 am, midday –
11am-1:30 pm, dusk – 6-8:30 pm, and late evening – 11 pm-1:30 am) and from three different
ecosystems: a tropical forest located in La Selva Biological Station (Costa Rica; n = 239), an arid
grassland located in the Chiricahua National Monument located in the Sonoran desert (Arizona,
USA; n = 241), and an estuarine open field located in the Wells Marine Reserve (Maine, USA; n
= 241). The samples from the La Selva Biological Station were collected from the old growth and
mature secondary forest dominated by sounds from over 700 species of mammals, birds,
amphibians and insects (Pekin et al, 2012). Most common sounds are from rain, howler monkeys
(Alouatta species), toucans (Ramphastidae), tinamous (Tinamidae), cicadas (Cicadidae), and a
variety of tropical frog species (Anura). The samples from the study in Chiricahua National
Monument focused on arid environments with soundscapes of insects, birds, and wind. Samples
from the Wells Estuary Reserve study focused on anthropogenic influences on a coastline reserve
that serves as a fragile interface between the land and ocean systems. Common sounds in the
terrestrial estuary were comprised of shorebirds and forest breeding passerine birds, along with
those sounds from human activities (motors), rain, wind, and insects (Appendix A). The dataset
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used in this work consisted of 180 recordings with 60 recordings per site that were randomly
selected via stratified sampling from the 721 soundscape bank recordings.
2.4.2

Spectral timbral feature extraction

Spectral timbral features were extracted using a short-time Fourier Transform (STFT) that was
computed with a window size of 1024. As the sample rate of the recording was 44100 Hz, this
resulted in a discrete frame length of 23ms. We used a Blackman-Harris window for the transform
because it minimizes side-lobe levels, or undesired artifacts (spectral components that are present
during the transform process), and is also a preferred window in polyphonic pitch detection (Harris,
1978; Herrera, Amatriain, Batlle, & Serra 2000; Masri & Bateman, 1995). Five spectral timbral
features—spectral centroid, spectral spread, spectral skewness, spectral slope, and spectral
variance—were extracted from each recording in the dataset using Sonic Annotator (Cannam,
Landone, & Sandler, 2010) and libxtract algorithms (Bullock & Conservatoire, 2007). A brief
description of the spectral timbral features selected for this experiment is presented in the
Supporting Information.
2.4.3

Validation

The validation phase aimed to determine how ecologically meaningful classes, identified using an
adapted sensory evaluation method (SEM), match different combinations of the spectral timbral
features. This phase included 1) determining the best window length of spectral timbral features
for the DA; 2) describing the soundscape composition class for each recording using SEM by
expert coders with assistance of visually inspecting the corresponding spectrogram (full bandwidth)
or melodic-range spectrogram (a type of zoomed spectrogram used to inspect information in the
1.2 kHz bandwidth range) (Cannam et al., 2010); and 3) evaluating how the timbral features
classify soundscape classes using DA.
2.4.3.1 Observation window length inspection
Spectral timbral features were first extracted in a frame-by-frame manner. However, considering
the acoustic interpretation of a sound by humans for SEM labeling requires a longer duration, we
compared centered mean values of individual features across the different window lengths (1s, 3s,
10s, and 60s) with those single frame counterparts using a Pearson correlation. The window length
that had the high and consistent Pearson correlation values across features was considered the best
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performing choice in our case. Then, this window length was selected to establish the duration of
the recordings used in the SEM (subsection 3.3.2) as well as to compute each mean feature value
in our analysis (subsection 3.3.3) for each recording.
2.4.3.2 Sensory evaluation method (SEM)
SEM is a method whereby humans use a sensory response and rate results according to that sense
(Lokki, Pätynen, Kuusinen, & Tervo, 2012; Meilgaard, Carr, & Civille, 2006). In our adaptation
of this method, we used both sight and hearing to label soundscape recordings in the dataset
(n=180). First, KB and JV listened to 1s-4s of each recording in the testing dataset and coded it as
containing biophony, geophony, and/or anthrophony. We assigned a single label to each recording
using a hierarchical approach when two or more classes were present in a single sound file
(Appendix A). Here, a class means anthrophony, geophony, or biophony. Any sound file that did
not result in agreement was reviewed using a spectrogram and/or melodic-range spectrogram by
KB and ZZ. The final label of the soundscape was determined in a single-label manner using the
following coding rule: a recording was considered anthrophony if any motor sound (vehicle, motor
boat, airplane) or coastal noise (n=12) (identified using a melodic-range spectrum as a constant
band of low frequency with or without harmonic structure) was present (Pieretti & Farina 2013);
then, geophony if any geophysical sounds of rain, wind or wind-like noise (identified using a
melodic-range spectrum as different than anthrophony or coastal noise by fluctuations in the low
frequency bands) were present (Digby, Towsey, Bell, & Teal, 2013; Hofmann, Wolff, Buck,
Haulick, & Kellermann, 2012; Soares & Cherneva, 2005); and, then biophony when the
soundscape consisted exclusively of biological sounds (unless minimal rain drops) from insects,
amphibians, and/or some birds. This coding rule was developed using an exploratory data analysis
of a random sample (n=60, 23ms frame) drawn from the original dataset to see how spectral timbral
features measure sound characteristics of the soundscape composition classes (Borcard, Gillet, &
Legendre, 2011).
Furthermore, considering that the alluvial diagram is a powerful visualization tool that compares
categorical data within groups (Liu, Derudder, & Taylor, 2013), we used an alluvial diagram to
compare the distribution of the SEM-derived classes within and between sites and time of the day.
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2.4.3.3 Discriminant analysis (DA)
Discriminant analyses searches feature combinations that best separate classes (Legendre and
Legendre 1998). The soundscape recordings from the testing dataset were classified using a
combinatorial computation of all possible feature combinations excluding single spectral timbral
feature. We did not evaluate single features, as our preliminary work found that the individual
features were not suitable for discrimination tasks. Additionally, considering that the unbalanced
conditions of the SEM-derived classes could bias the DA results, the use of our small sample size
per class reduced potential bias when working with an unbalanced dataset (Blagus & Lusa, 2010;
Xue & Titterington, 2008).
Specifically, we tested the 26 possible combinations of the five features (Table 1), i.e. 26 different
feature groups (FG), with two discriminant analysis classification algorithms: linear (LDA) and
quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA). We tested multivariate normality using a Bonferronicorrected permutational ANOVA (permutations=10,000) (Oksanen, 2016; Team, 2013; Venables
& Ripley, 2002) which assessed if mean distances from group centroids in the multivariate space
were similar among each group (Anderson, 2006; McArdle & Anderson, 2001). We assessed
conformance of the data to assumptions of multivariate normality, homogeneity of variance, and
non-collinearity (Anderson, 2006).
These classifications were validated using a jackknife cross-validation (Oksanen, 2016; Venables
& Ripley, 2002), which produced a confusion matrix. This confusion matrix was used to compute
performance metrics, i.e. accuracy, sensitivity (true positive rate, TPR) specificity (1-specificity is
false positive rate, FPR), and a multi-class area under the curve (AUC) (using TPR and TFR).
AUC was the ultimate factor in deciding the highest performing feature groups as it validates
performance metrics with the lowest occurrence of misclassification (Hand & Till 2001). Overall,
we considered high precision for a single feature group to be TPR > 70% and AUC>70% following
Powers (2011).
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2.5

Results

First, the suitable window length was determined. Then, the recordings labeled by SEM were
provided and the corresponding alluvial diagram was depicted. Finally, the performance
comparison among different feature groups using two DA algorithms: LDA and QDA, was
illustrated. In the following subsections, we present each experimental result in detail.
2.5.1

Observation window length inspection

The plot of Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of the mean feature values for each window length
(1s, 3s, 10s, and 60s) is compared with corresponding single frame counterparts (Figure 3). The r
values were similar for all window lengths for the spectral timbral features centroid, skew, and
variance. However, the r values for slope and spread were not similar across window lengths. This
plot indicated that slope and spread were measurements that are influenced by quick timbral
changes in the sound event while the other features were more stable over longer durations. Due
to this variation, as both slope and spread had highest r value at the 3s window, we selected a 3s
window as the most suitable for all tested features.
2.5.2

Sensory evaluation method

Our observations, those dataset recordings labeled by SEM, were organized by class composition
of biophony (n=59), geophony (n=74), and anthrophony (n=47). Figure 4 shows the resulting
soundscape composition classes from SEM. More specifically, the alluvial diagram shows the
density of class membership and its distribution across daily time periods (1-dawn: 6-8:30 am), 2midday: 11am-1:30pm; 3-dusk: 6-8:30pm, and 4-late evening: 11pm-1:30am), and sites (Arizona,
Costa Rica, and Maine). Each class was color coded with ribbons extending from the time period
node to the site node. Here, we interpret the results of the alluvial diagram with respect to SEM
class. Geophony had the greatest presence in the midday as represented by the width of the blue
ribbon. From here, we can see that the geophony presence in midday is comprised of sounds from
each site, with the widest band present in Arizona. Biophony had the greatest presence in the dawn,
dusk, and late evening time periods as represented by the width of the green ribbon with the widest
band present in Costa Rica. Anthrophony had the greatest presence in the dawn, midday, and dusk
time periods as represented by the width of the red ribbon with the widest band present in Maine.
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Overall, the soundscape component classes, biophony, geophony, and anthrophony confirmed that
SEM classes were distributed across each time period and the three sites.
2.5.3

Discriminant analysis

To begin our comparison of DA results, we used a confusion matrix to calculate accuracy,
sensitivity, and specificity using the observations (SEM-derived classes) and the DA-classified
classes (Table 2 and 3). A performance measure of 0-100% is calculated using multiple algorithms
(resulting in accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, or AUC) that use the number of correctly identified
DA-classified classes as compared to the labeled observation, with 50% or less performance
relative to low performance or a null hypothesis, and 70% or higher performance relative to high
performance (Powers, 2011). We assessed different combinations of feature groups and DA
algorithms that had the lowest and highest performances in terms of accuracy. As this analysis was
exploratory in nature, different feature groups yielded a wide range of classification performance,
suggesting that certain feature groups were better at classifying sonic characteristics for a particular
soundscape class – and thus, have discriminatory value. For instance, the lowest performing
feature group for anthrophony had 0% (LDA) while the highest performing feature group had 87.2%
(QDA). The lowest performing feature group for biophony was 0% (LDA) while the highest
performing feature group was 86.7% (QDA). The performance range for geophony was similar
having a range of 0% (QDA) to 75.3% (LDA). After comparing all the results, though, we found
there was not a single feature group that could classify the three classes with accuracy metrics all
higher than 70%.
In this context, considering that those feature groups with the best performance on predicting a
certain single class might be further utilized in a synergistic way, we selected a separate feature
group to classify each soundscape class. Specifically, according to Tables 3 and 4, the best
performing feature groups for each class, considering accuracy, sensitivity, R2 value, and AUC are
listed below.
1) Biophony [FG12-plus-QDA]:
sensitivity = 86.7%, R2=0.21, AUC=75.5%
2) Geophony [FG4-plus-LDA]:
sensitivity = 74%, R2=0.07, AUC=71.4%
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3) Anthrophony [FG11-plus-QDA]:
sensitivity = 87.2%, R2=0.21, AUC=71.8%

2.6

Discussion

The classification of soundscape composition classes using field recordings is challenging due to
the inherent diversity of sounds within a class. The biophony class needs to include acoustically
different sounds (e.g., a howler monkey vocalization and a cricket stridulation), while separating
them from geophony or anthrophony. Furthermore, the identification of characteristics that group
these sounds within the boundaries of each soundscape class has not been widely studied or
implemented.
We investigated spectral timbral feature analysis to address this fundamental problem in
soundscape ecology due to its high performance capabilities in classifying musical instruments.
We found in preliminary work that, although in musical instruments centroid and slope are highly
correlated, in field recordings this was rarely the case. This could be due to the nature of an
instrument’s harmonic qualities whereby a fundamental frequency is present unlike most sounds
found in a soundscape bank (Agostini et al., 2003; Beauchamp, 2007; Marozeau, de Cheveigné,
McAdams, & Winsberg, 2003). In fact, the slope and spread were more sensitive to immediate
changes in our soundscape bank and responsive to nuances in sound such as wind pitch rising
slightly, while the other features were relatively stable over a span of time. Evaluating feature
groups in timbral space was not dependent on template matching or species identification, but
evaluated a recording using the full spectrum in three-second windows. This approach is useful as
template matching and species-identification of sounds within a large collection of soundscapes is
challenging due to unknown species and competing signals (Towsey et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2017).
The set of tested feature groups had a range of classification accuracy performance for each class.
We had suspected that one feature group might be able to classify the three classes. However, there
was not one feature group that had strong performance for all soundscape composition classes.
The most difficult soundscape class to classify was geophony. Upon listening to the entire group
of geophonic sounds, several consisted of thunder and heavy rain, a natural ecological process that
is often present in unfiltered soundscape banks. One possible improvement for geophonic
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classification is a pre-filtering method that removes extreme weather events and inclusion of a new
class for inconclusive sounds.
Another interesting result from this experiment is that certain feature groups resulted in a single
class with low accuracy. For instance, the classification result for [FG10-plus-QDA] was 0%
accuracy for the geophony class. We can infer that this combination does not measure the timbral
qualities present in that feature group and could be used to potentially “sift” out sounds that do not
have geophony, a typical source of noise that is difficult to determine without manually searching
sound files. Additionally, there were several high performing feature groups for an individual
soundscape class with accuracy and AUC higher than 70%. Indeed, many feature groups had high
performance for biophony and anthrophony, especially using the QDA algorithm. As for [FG14plus-QDA], this option had a higher R2 value (R2= 0.21) from the permutational ANOVA and
resulted in 80% accuracy for biophony, 87.2% accuracy for anthrophony, with 0% for geophony.
So, although we did not include this feature group for inclusion in the proposed “sifting” model,
this single model may be useful for ecologists with questions regarding biological and
anthropogenic sounds without influence by weather-related occurrences.
Many relationships exist amongst the feature groups, but those feature groups with higher F
statistics and R2 values, as well as sensitivity and multi-class AUC, should be considered for deeper
analysis. In this study, utilizing this criterion, we compiled a list of potential “sifting” feature
groups, geophony [FG-4 plus-LDA], biophony [FG12-plus-QDA], and anthrophony [FG11-plusQDA], that could benefit soundscape analyses (Figure 5). In this proposed method, we demonstrate
a series of steps that can output a single soundscape composition class. In Figure 5, we illustrate a
proposed “sifting” process to output all biophonic sounds could benefit research studies that relate
to an underlying theme in soundscape analysis, such as the acoustic niche hypothesis, whereby
species are thought to have evolved to produce sound in their own acoustic bandwidth to avoid
masking (Brumm & Slabbekorn, 2005). This “sifting” process could be expanded to include
ecological “genres” that become more specialized resulting in a species community profile. This
paper explored only one type of MIR feature, but other features may offer novel solutions such as
algorithms that utilize tempos of a location (tempograms), concentration of frequencies
(chromagrams), and other temporal and spectral timbral features (timbregrams) (Grosche, Müller,
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& Kurth, 2010). As we have investigated one type of feature analyses, a low-level audio descriptor
in MIR, ecologists might consider using analyses of other audio descriptor scales. Certainly, the
gamut of computational musicological analyses is a useful exploratory tool for the soundscape
ecologist.
Overall, this work demonstrates that we can use different spectral timbral feature groups to classify
sounds into soundscape composition classes, and offers the potential for a “sifting” process that
may retrieve recordings that contain or do not contain a soundscape class. It is worth remarking
that this hierarchical scheme has been recently suggested by soundscape researchers as a needed
tool to reduce analysis time (Towsey et al., 2014). A similar multi-step “sifting” approach has been
used in recent visualization problems (Lahoulou, Larabi, Beghdadi, Viennet, & Bouridane, 2016)
and as a tool on the progress of classifying musical genres (Li & Ogihara, 2006).
Our method worked in a single-label manner, which allowed discrimination of a single, dominant
soundscape composition class. Additionally, since determining the SEM class was difficult due to
interpreting the difference between distant noise and wind, visual cues were involved in the
inspection of the sound. Further improvements to this experiment include the use of multi-label
concepts (Omrani, Tayyebi, & Pijanowski, 2017; Zhang et al., 2016) and a larger sample size.
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Table 1: Feature Groups
Listing of possible feature groups [FG] combinations of spectral timbral features used in the
discrimination analysis.
Feature Group
FG1
FG2
FG3
FG4
FG5
FG6
FG7
FG8
FG9
FG10
FG11
FG12
FG13
FG14
FG15
FG16
FG17
FG18
FG19
FG20
FG21
FG22
FG23
FG24
FG25
FG26

Spectral Timbral Features
centroid, skewness, slope, spread, variance
centroid, skewness, slope, spread
centroid, skewness, slope
centroid, skewness
centroid, skewness, spread
centroid, skewness, variance
centroid, skewness, slope, variance
centroid, skewness, spread, variance
centroid, slope, spread, variance
centroid, slope, variance
centroid, slope, spread
centroid, slope
centroid, spread, variance
centroid, spread
centroid, variance
skewness, slope, spread, variance
skewness, slope, spread
skewness, slope, variance
skewness, slope
skewness, variance
skewness, spread, variance
skewness, spread
slope, spread, variance
slope, spread
slope, variance
spread, variance
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Table 2: Results of Linear Discriminant Analysis
Results for linear discriminant analysis show feature groups with high geophony classification
accuracy. Performance measures include a permutational ANOVA, area under the curve, and
sensitivity for the class. Feature groups with an “*” indicate a p-value greater than the Bonferronicorrected significance of p<0.002 and were not considered for the “sifting” model (gray). Feature
group 4 [FG4] had the overall highest performance for classification of geophony (black).

Permutational
Anova Results

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=6.45,
R2=0.07, p<0.001

F(2,179)=6.45,
R2=0.07, p<0.001

F(2,179)=6.45,
R2=0.07, p<0.001

F(2,179)=6.45,
R2=0.07, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=24.03,
R2=0.21, p<0.001

F(2,179)=24.03,
R2=0.21, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=24.03,
R2=0.21, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.94, p<0.001

*F(2,179)=1.95,
R2=0.02, p=0.15

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

*F(2,179)=1.95,
R2=0.02, p=0.13

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

*F(2,179)=1.95,
R2=0.02, p=0.12

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.94, p<0.001

*F(2,179)=1.17,
R2=0.01, p=0.32

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

LDA: Feature
Group
Combination

FG1

FG2

FG3

FG4

FG5

FG6

FG7

FG8

FG9

FG10

FG11

FG12

FG13

FG14

FG15

FG16

FG17

FG18

FG19

FG20

FG21

FG22

FG23

FG24

FG25

FG26

59.92%

79.2%

69.36%

79.26%

50%

67.33%

66.78%

70.03%

79.61%

70.03%

79.55%

78.99%

68.68%

79.25%

69.23%

70.07%

79.21%

78.75%

79.69%

80.07%

80.02%

72.2%

71.8%

70.03%

70.1%

79.87%

AUC

46.7%

56.7%

0%

58.3%

0%

63.3%

61.7%

8.3%

53.3%

8.3%

55%

56.7%

0%

58.3%

0%

0%

56.7%

58.3%

56.7%

53.3%

56.7%

0%

0%

8.3%

13.3%

55%

Biophony:
accuracy

75.3%

42.5%

74%

42.5%

98.7%

64.4%

65.8%

68.5%

60.3%

68.5%

57.5%

41.1%

71.2%

42.5%

72.6%

71.2%

38.4%

38.4%

53.4%

60.3%

54.8%

72.6%

74%

67.1%

64.4%

57.5%

Geophony:
accuracy

0%

80.9%

68.1%

83%

0%

0%

0%

78.7%

80.9%

78.7%

80.9%

80.9%

66%

80.9%

68.1%

70.2%

83%

83%

80.9%

83%

80.9%

78.7%

78.7%

78.7%

78.7%

83%

Anthrophony:
accuracy

46.7%

56.7%

0%

58.3%

0%

63.3%

61.7%

8.3%

53.3%

8.3%

55%

56.7%

0%

58.3%

0%

0%

56.7%

58.3%

56.7%

53.3%

56.7%

0%

0%

8.3%

13.3%

55%

Biophony:
sensitivity

81.7%

81.7%

99.2%

80.8%

99.2%

79.2%

79.2%

91.7%

89.2%

90.8%

88.3%

80%

97.5%

80.8%

99.2%

99.2%

80.8%

81.7%

85.8%

88.3%

86.7%

99.2%

97.5%

90.8%

89.2%

86.7%

Biophony:
speciﬁcity

74%

42.5%

74%

42.5%

98.6%

65.8%

65.7%

68.5%

60.3%

67.1%

57.5%

41.1%

69.8%

42.5%

72.6%

72.6%

37%

38.4%

52.1%

58.9%

55%

71.2%

74%

67.1%

64.4%

56.2%

Geophony:
sensitivity

33.6%

72%

35.5%

74.8%

0%

40.2%

39.3%

50.5%

72%

50.4%

72.9%

72%

33.6%

72.9%

35.5%

36.4%

72.9%

74.8%

72.9%

73%

73%

41.1%

43%

50.5%

54.2%

73.8%

Geophony:
speciﬁcity

0%

80.9%

68.1%

83%

0%

0%

0%

78.7%

80.9%

78.7%

80.9%

80.9%

66%

80.9%

68.1%

70.2%

83%

83%

80.9%

83%

80.9%

78.7%

78.7%

78.7%

78.7%

83%

Anthrophony:
sensitivity

96.2%

81.2%

82%

81.2%

100%

96.2%

96.2%

81.2%

82.7%

81.2%

82%

82%

82%

82%

81.2%

81.2%

79%

78.2%

82%

82.7%

82.7%

80%

81.2%

81.2%

80.5%

83%

Anthrophony:
speciﬁcity

22

23

Table 3: Results for Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
Results for quadratic discriminant analysis show feature groups with high biophony and
anthrophony classification accuracy. Performance measures include a permutational ANOVA,
area under the curve, and sensitivity for the class. Feature groups with an “*” indicate a p-value
greater than the Bonferroni-corrected significance of p<0.002 and were not considered for the
“sifting” model (gray). Feature group 11 had the overall highest performance for classification of
anthrophony while feature group 12 had the overall highest performance for classification of
biophony (black).

Permutational
Anova Results

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=6.45,
R2=0.07, p<0.001

F(2,179)=6.45,
R2=0.07, p<0.001

F(2,179)=6.45,
R2=0.07, p<0.001

F(2,179)=6.45,
R2=0.07, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=24.03,
R2=0.21, p<0.001

F(2,179)=24.03,
R2=0.21, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=24.03,
R2=0.21, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.94, p<0.001

*F(2,179)=1.95,
R2=0.02, p=0.15

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

*F(2,179)=1.95,
R2=0.02, p=0.13

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

*F(2,179)=1.95,
R2=0.02, p=0.12

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.94, p<0.001

*F(2,179)=1.17,
R2=0.01, p=0.32

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

F(2,179)=9.27,
R2=0.09, p<0.001

QDA: Feature
Group
Combinations

FG1

FG2

FG3

FG4

FG5

FG6

FG7

FG8

FG9

FG10

FG11

FG12

FG13

FG14

FG15

FG16

FG17

FG18

FG19

FG20

FG21

FG22

FG23

FG24

FG25

FG26

65.07%

78.87%

73.44%

74.01%

63.66%

75.14%

71.51%

73.77%

74.65%

74.12%

74.70%

79.07%

73.59%

74.17%

71.80%

72.21%

75.50%

74.75%

74.85%

76.91%

74.81%

74.28%

73.93%

75.91%

74.38%

75.17%

AUC

58.30%

55.00%

80.00%

81.70%

48.30%

76.70%

75.00%

80.00%

78.30%

78.30%

80.00%

56.70%

80.00%

81.70%

86.70%

78.30%

85.00%

81.70%

80.00%

86.70%

78.30%

78.30%

80.00%

83.30%

80.00%

81.20%

Biophony:
accuracy

1.40%

58.90%

2.70%

2.70%

9.60%

9.60%

9.60%

9.60%

11.00%

9.60%

9.60%

58.90%

4.10%

4.10%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

11.00%

0.00%

12.30%

11.00%

11.00%

9.70%

8.30%

8.30%

Geophony:
accuracy

83.00%

83.00%

87.20%

87.20%

85.10%

89.40%

78.70%

83.00%

87.20%

85.10%

85.10%

83.00%

87.20%

87.20%

78.70%

87.20%

91.50%

91.50%

85.10%

78.70%

87.20%

85.10%

83.00%

87.20%

87.20%

87.20%

Anthrophony:
accuracy

58.30%

55.00%

80.00%

81.70%

48.30%

76.70%

75.00%

80.00%

78.30%

78.30%

80.00%

56.70%

80.00%

81.70%

86.70%

78.30%

85.00%

81.70%

80.00%

85.00%

78.30%

78.30%

80.00%

83.00%

80.00%

81.70%

Biophony:
sensitivity

83.33%

93.30%

60.00%

60.80%

92.50%

67.50%

59.20%

55.80%

58.30%

60.00%

59.20%

92.50%

60.00%

60.80%

51.30%

58.80%

58.80%

60.50%

59.20%

58.00%

58.30%

60.80%

56.70%

54.60%

57.10%

58.00%

Biophony:
speciﬁcity

1.37%

58.90%

2.70%

2.70%

9.60%

9.60%

9.60%

9.60%

11.00%

9.60%

9.60%

58.90%

4.10%

4.10%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

11.00%

9.70%

12.30%

11.00%

11.00%

9.70%

8.30%

8.30%

Geophony:
sensitivity

97.20%

76.60%

98.10%

98.10%

95.30%

95.30%

94.40%

96.30%

96.30%

95.30%

95.30%

77.60%

98.10%

98.10%

100.00%

99.10%

100.00%

99.10%

95.30%

98.10%

96.30%

95.30%

96.30%

97.20%

97.20%

97.20%

Geophony:
speciﬁcity

83.00%

83.00%

87.10%

87.20%

85.10%

89.40%

78.70%

83.00%

87.20%

85.10%

85.10%

83.00%

87.20%

87.20%

78.70%

87.20%

91.50%

91.50%

85.10%

89.40%

87.20%

85.10%

83.00%

87.20%

87.20%

87.20%

Anthrophony:
sensitivity

38.30%

75.90%

70.70%

70.70%

32.30%

69.20%

72.90%

78.20%

77.40%

75.20%

76.70%

76.70%

71.40%

71.40%

75.80%

68.90%

72.70%

70.50%

77.40%

79.50%

78.20%

75.20%

78.20%

81.80%

77.30%

77.30%

Anthrophony:
speciﬁcity
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TIMBRE

Tuning Fork

Guitar

Time (ms)

2c

Recorder

Amplitude(dB)
Amplitude (dB)

440 Hz.

Amplitude (dB)

2b

440

Time (ms)

Time (ms)
Amplitude (dB)

1

Temporal

Amplitude (dB)

2a

Amplitude (dB)

3a
Amplitude (dB)

Sound Source

Pitch

Time (ms)

440

440

3b

Spectral

1600

Frequency (Hz)

1600

Frequency (Hz)

1600

Frequency (Hz)

2900

2900

2900

Figure 1: Timbre Description
The pitch 440 Hz (1) is played by three different sound sources (2a, 2b, and 2c) at the same
loudness, or amplitude. Even though pitch and amplitude are the same for each sound source, the
resulting temporal envelope (3a) and spectral envelope (3b) are different. These differences are
features of timbre and can help discern between a played tuning fork, guitar, or recorder.
Ultimately, these features provide unique patterns that can be used in machine learning
applications.
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TIMBRAL ANALYSIS PROCESS
DATABASE (n=721)

FEATURES
VALIDATION

SOUNDSCAPE
BANK

Spectral timbral
feature
extraction

Random stratiﬁed
samples n=180
Sites: Arizona, Costa
Rica, Maine

1

samples
n=180
f=5

Observation
Window Length
Inspection

SEM: Label
Observations

DA:
Classiﬁcation
Tasks &
Analysis

3
2

Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed timbral analysis process.

Figure 3: Observation Window Length Inspection Results
The Pearson correlation (r) values of the discrete spectral feature (23 ms frame) compared with
mean values of window lengths (1s, 3s, 10s, 60s) of individual spectral timbral features.
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Figure 4: Alluvial Diagram of SEM Classes
The alluvial diagram displays the SEM class by density (ribbon width) and distribution across time
period and site. The ribbon color is associated with the specific soundscape composition glass (e.g.,
geophony is blue, biophony is green, and anthrophony is red). This alluvial diagram displays noncorrelation between each node (class, time, site) representing an unbiased sample.
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Field recordings database

Sifting based on
FG4-plus-LDA

output

Geophony

output

Anthrophony

output

Biophony

remaining
Sifting based on
FG11-plus-QDA
remaining
Sifting based on
FG12-plus-QDA
remaining
Unknown

Figure 5: Proposed Sifting Workflow
A “sifting” workflow for soundscape ecology composition classification. FG refers to feature
group, LDA is linear discriminant analysis, and QDA is quadratic discriminant analysis.
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Supporting Information

Spectral Timbral Feature Definitions (Bullock & Conservatoire, 2007; Cannam et al., 2010;
Krimphoff et al., 1994; Peeters et al., 2011)
Spectral Centroid
Measures spectral center of gravity of the magnitude spectrum at time window t, defined as
,

� � =

�& �(�, �)
&-.

Where n is the spectral index resultant from the Fourier transform and fn is the nth frequency.
And
�(�, �)

� �, � =

,
&-. �(�, �)

Where v(t,n) is the amplitude spectrum at frequency index n and time window t.
Spectral Spread
Measures the spread of the spectrum around it’s mean value at time window t, defined as
,
1

(�& − �(�))1 �(�, �)

� � =
&-.

Spectral Skewness
Measures the asymmetry of the spectrum by using the frequency distribution around its main
value at time window t. A value of �3 indicates a symmetric distribution, �3 <0 indicates more
spectral energy at frequencies lower than the mean value, and �3 > 0 indicates more energy at
higher frequencies, defined as
�4 � =

�4 (�)
� 4 (�)

where
,

(�& − �(�))4 �(�, �)

�4 � =
&-.
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Spectral Slope
Measures the amount of decrease of spectral amplitude with respect to frequency at time window
t. It is calculated using the slope coefficient of a simple linear regression, defined as
1
�
∗
,
&-. �(�, �)

,
&-. �& �(�, �) −
1
� ,
&-. �&

,
,
&-. �&
&-. �(�, �)
,
1
−
&-. �&

Spectral Variance
Measures spectral spread weighted by the inverse total amplitude.
� � =

2.8

1
,
&-. �(�, �)

,

�& − �(�)

1

�(�, �)

&-.

Appendix A

This is the master list for soundscape recordings used in this experiment where B represents
biophony, G represents geophony, A represents anthrophony, C represents observation code,
SEM class represents the class assignment using the sensory evaluation method (SEM), Time
represents the time period of the random sample draw, and Site is the location where the
recording occurred.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

File Name
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140313_060000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140316_080000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140320_063000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140421_080000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140422_060000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140427_060000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140430_060000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140430_080000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140502_060000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140502_063000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140506_070000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140603_060000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140603_063000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140606_080000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140608_060000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140610_063000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140612_063000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140901_060000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140905_070000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20140914_080000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20141003_060000
Arizona_H1_U_T1_H1-NO-R3_20141003_063000
Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20140306_120000
Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20140306_130000
Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20140310_120000
Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20140316_120000
Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20140419_110000

B
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0

G
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

A
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

C
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
6
6
6
6
4
6
7
6
4
6
6
6
6
7
6
6
6
6

SEM class
geophony
geophony
geophony
geophony
geophony
geophony
geophony
geophony
anthrophony
geophony
geophony
geophony
geophony
biophony
geophony
anthrophony
geophony
biophony
geophony
geophony
geophony
geophony
anthrophony
geophony
geophony
geophony
geophony

Time
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
1-dawn
2-midday
2-midday
2-midday
2-midday
2-midday

Site
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona
Arizona

31
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20140420_130000
Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20140422_130000
Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20140502_130000
Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20140504_130000
Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20140905_110000
Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20140906_110000
Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20140914_120000
Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20140918_110000
Arizona_H1_U_T2_H1-NO-R3_20141003_130000
Arizona_H1_U_T3_H1-NO-R3_20140320_180000
Arizona_H1_U_T3_H1-NO-R3_20140425_180000
Arizona_H1_U_T3_H1-NO-R3_20140505_190000
Arizona_H1_U_T3_H1-NO-R3_20140601_180000
Arizona_H1_U_T3_H1-NO-R3_20140603_180000
Arizona_H1_U_T3_H1-NO-R3_20140906_190000
Arizona_H1_U_T3_H1-NO-R3_20140908_200000
Arizona_H1_U_T3_H1-NO-R3_20140914_180000
Arizona_H1_U_T3_H1-NO-R3_20140917_180000
Arizona_H1_U_T3_H1-NO-R3_20140917_20000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20140320_010000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20140419_010000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20140419_230000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20140425_000000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20140502_230000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20140601_000000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20140605_010000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20140609_230000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20140612_230000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20140619_000000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20140916_010000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20141002_010000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20141006_000000
Arizona_H1_U_T4_H1-NO-R3_20141007_010000
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CHAPTER 3.
A RAPID ASSESSMENT MONITORING FRAMEWORK
TO CHARACTERIZE A LOUD SOUND EVENT STRESSOR ON A
VOCALIZING BIRD COMMUNITY IN A US MIDWESTERN PRAIRIE

by Kristen M. Bellisario, Laura Jessup, John B. Dunning, Jack VanSchaik, Laura D’Acunto,
Benjamin Gottesman, Cristian Graupe, Bryan C. Pijanowski

3.1

Abstract

1: Grasslands are a declining habitat that provide important ecosystem services such as pollination,
carbon sequestration, and nutrient cycling that are supported by biodiversity. As many grassland
prairie reserves are located near urban areas, their dual conservation and recreation functions
present several unique challenges to peri-urban grassland management. One external factor that
may be impacting urban grassland species is noise pollution, a known stressor.
2: We investigated how a proposed stressor-response monitoring framework could be used to
quantify changes in a vocalizing community’s response to a loud sound event (LSE) at an urban
historical park with a restored prairie. To test this, we assessed the condition before the LSE
stressor with sounds collected by passive acoustic recorders and then compared the pre-stressor
condition with post-stressor condition using time-series ARIMA modeling. We validated acoustic
index measures with vocal indicator species (common bird species) richness.
3: A comparison of forecasts and actual post-stressor observations showed a difference in observed
acoustic activity as measured by an acoustic index and vocal indicator species’ accumulation
curves. Although we had anticipated that the grassland obligate group of species would be a
primary vocal indicator species for this system, the generalist vocal indicator species displayed
more acoustic changes that could be used to help assess this urbanized system.
4: Conservation managers can benefit from rapid assessment methods to determine if changes are
occurring in a system and use these results to evaluate the relationship of the changes to identified
stressors. Ultimately, the output of our proposed monitoring framework could help conservation
managers determine human impacts and inform regulatory practices in order to benefit wildlife
and the public.
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3.2

Introduction

Grasslands loss is the greatest of all biomes on Earth (Newbold, Hudson, Arnell, Contu, S., De
Palma, Ferrier, ... & Burton, 2016). Less than 5% of the world’s grasslands are currently protected
(IUCN 2017), which is the least of any other biomes. Originally covering nearly 60% of the
terrestrial system, grasslands are now used to support crops and livestock for food and to produce
renewable energy as fossil fuels continue to decline and demand for energy increases (Foley et al.
2005). In addition to the direct services to humans as food and energy, grasslands provide other
ecosystem services such as pollination (Hudewenz, Klein, Scherber, Stanke, Tscharntke, Vogel,
A., ... & Ebeling, 2012; Steffan-Dewenter & Tscharntke, 1999), carbon sequestration (Conant,
Paustian, & Elliott, 2001; Omonode & Vyn, 2006), and biodiversity support which increases net
primary productivity of the ecosystem (Heller & Zavaleta, 2009; Fargione, Cooper, Flaspohler,
Hill, Lehman, McCoy, ... & Tilman, 2009). Numerous efforts to restore Midwestern grasslands
have been undertaken with an effort to restore soils, vegetation, and animal communities back to
their original state. However, strategies that help preserve these landscapes are still relatively
untested in terms of knowing their long-term success (Waldén & Lindborg, 2016) especially as it
relates to biodiversity preservation (Collinge, 2000). Therefore, there is a great need to study the
success of grassland restoration through biodiversity assessment.
Considerable research has focused on the status of grassland birds and how a variety of natural
and anthropogenic disturbances have affected abundance and species richness (Rahmig, Jensen, &
With, 2009; Peterjohn & Sauer, 1999). Historically, grasslands were a system that existed with
large-scale natural disturbances, mostly from fires and pulses of grazing by herbivores. The
resulting patchiness supported biodiversity as grassland birds evolved with these spatially shifting
landscapes (Fuhlendorg & Engle, 2004; Howe, 1994). Unlike natural disturbances, several
researchers (Fletcher, Robertson, Evans, Doran, Alavalapati, & Schemske, 2011, Northrup &
Wittenmeyer, 2013) report that conservation priority species have declined as a result of oil and
gas drilling in the Northern Great Plains. Habitat fragmentation in areas of the lower Great Lake
prairie landscapes (e.g., Reino, Porto, Morgado, Carvalho, Mira, & Beja, 2010) responsible for the
decline in grassland birds as small patches have limited resources for large populations (Drum,
Ribic, Koch, Lonsdorf, Grant, Ahlering , ... & Pavlacky, 2015; Fargione et al. 2009; Helzer &
Jelinski 1999; Winter & Faaborg, 1999). Even management strategies such as afforestation
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negatively affect the prairie bird population due to increases in predator abundance on nearby
grassland bird habitats (Reino et al., 2010). In addition to research on these forms of anthropogenic
disturbance in prairies, anthropogenic noise can be another disturbance factor in prairies, for
instance in prairies near urban areas, but little is known about the response of prairie animals to
noise (Fletcher et al., 2011).
As many smaller grassland prairie reserves are located near urban areas, such as Chicago, IL,
Indianapolis, IN, Kansas City, MO and St. Louis, MO, their dual conservation and recreation
functions present several unique challenges. For example, cities are noteworthy for their enormous
noise pollution with few studies about how prairie animals respond to noise from sources such as
automobiles, planes, and nearby landscaping equipment. The continual visitation of people on
these landscapes may contribute to extirpation, decreased species richness, and limited genetic
variation within species because of increased source-sink prone isolated patches near
transportation corridors and urban community centers (Bennett, Smith, & Betts, 2011). In
particular, large, short-term noise events that can occur in urban-rural fringes (e.g., gun shots,
sirens) could have consequences on the distribution of birds and bats that aid in pollination, the
number of predators that control herbivore populations, the physiological effects of noise stressors
on wildlife; and reduced fitness (Delaney, Pater, Carlile, Spadgenske, Beaty, & Melton, 2011).
After a review of related literature, we propose a soundscape stressor-response monitoring
framework to quantify how unusual anthropogenic noise events in cultural heritage parks with
prairie conservation affect breeding activities of migratory birds and grassland insects that use
sound to communicate (Brumm & Zollinger, 2011; Dumyahn & Pijanowski, 2011; Halfwerk &
Slabbekoorn, 2015; Luo, Siemers, & Koselj, 2015). We adapted the conservation soundscape
framework proposed by Dumyahn & Pijanowski (2011) as a way to assess stressor responses to
disturbances in a specific location (Figure 6). The framework is organized in four stages: 1)
describe the natural history of the site and patterns associated with natural and human systems, 2)
monitor the site using passive acoustic recorder in before-after monitoring protocol, 3) assess the
response of the acoustic community to a stressor using a forecast model, and 4) strategize solutions
by evaluating and interpreting the assessment and addressing with new policies or strategies at a
local scale. The soundscape stressor-response monitoring framework assumes that differing
landscapes experience gradients of fragmentation and noise exposure and that vocalizing indicator
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species exist in varying richness and evenness within these gradients. In the following, we expand
upon the four stages of the soundscape stressor-response monitoring framework as it relates to a
restored grassland.
1) Describe the natural history of the site and patterns associated with natural and human
systems in restored grasslands in Indiana
Since European settlement in the early 1800s, grasslands in present-day Indiana have become less
abundant and increasingly fragmented because of land transformation (Dale, Joyce, McNulty, &
Neilson, 2000; Noss et al. 1995); most native tallgrass prairies have been lost (Taft, Anderson, &
Iverson, 2009). Recently, an effort to restore grasslands throughout Indiana (Fletcher et al., 2011)
and across state lines was made possible by increasing grant funding and enhancing conservation
policies for private and public landowners (Drum et al., 2015). As such, the grassland area in
Indiana has increased since 2006, but these restored grasslands are highly fragmented, more so
than their historical counterparts (Norment, 2002; Scheiman, Dunning Jr, J & With, 2007).
One external stressor that may be impacting urban grassland species is noise exposure. Noise from
roads, aircraft, and the energy sector have been identified as stressors that can alter the behavior
of wildlife (Barber, Crooks, & Fristrup, 2010; Barber, Burdett, Reed, Warner, Formichella, Crooks,
… & Fristrup, 2011). Road and aircraft noise may interfere with intraspecies communication
(Barber et al., 2010) while energy structures that produce noise are negatively associated with bird
abundance (Koper, Leston, Baker, Curry, and Rosa, 2016). Kershner & Bollinger (1996) measured
nest success of these species in large grassland tracts located on Midwestern airport lands that were
exposed to noise from mowing and airplanes. They found that many species had high nest densities,
but low nest success, suggesting that these airport grasslands may be an ecological trap. Similarly,
many urban prairies have a mowing regime, and may be subjected to loud sounds produced by
community activities and road noise. Evaluation of habitats with threatened soundscapes can be
done with soundscape ecology methods.
2) Monitor the site using a passive acoustic recorder network in a before-after stressor-response
monitoring framework
Soundscape ecology is the study of the spatiotemporal dynamics of a soundscape and how the
dynamics reflect and influence ecological processes in the environment. This field provides a new
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paradigm to address the interactions between habitat quality, acoustic patterns, and human
activities (Farina & Pieretti, 2014; Pijanowski, Farina, Gage, Dumyahn, & Krause, 2011a;
Pijanowski, Villanueva-Rivera, Dumyahn, Farina, Krause, Napoletano, ... & Pieretti, 2011b; in
sensu Vitousek, Mooney, Lubchenco, & Melilla, 1997). The soundscapes are classified as
emanating from either the biotic community, the abiotic environment, or human-made machines
and technology—biophony, geophony, and anthrophony, respectively (Pijanowski et al., 2011a).
Biophonic sounds can include vocalizations from wildlife and non-vocal sounds, like insect
stridulations. While often serving communicative functions, biophonic sounds may also be
extraneous sounds that are not necessarily biologically relevant to the organisms producing them.
Geophony may include sounds produced by wind, precipitation, and geothermal activity. Finally,
the anthrophony of a location includes any sounds produced by vehicles, machinery, other humanmade technology, and leisure activities (Lamure, 1975; Liu, Kang, Luo, Behm, & Coppack, 2013).
Human-made sounds are often continuous, low-frequency sounds, but can include loud,
punctuated sound events, like a backfiring engine or gunfire. Soundscape analysis methods employ
passive acoustic recorders that record acoustic data in study areas over time (Gasc, Sueur, Jiguet,
Devictor, Grandcolas, Burrow, ... & Pavoine, 2013; Pijanowski et al., 2011b ; Towsey, Wimmer,
Williamson, & Roe, 2014). Analyzing these data includes use of several acoustic diversity indices
developed to quantify species abundance, richness, or habitat condition through digital audio
processing and algorithm adaptations for within-group populations (Sueur, Farina, Gasc, Pieretti,
& Pavoine, 2014; Truskinger, Cottman-Fields, Eichinski, Towsey, & Roe, 2014). However, the
success of specific indices is often dependent on habitat type and biota richness present
(Bormpoudakis, Sueur, & Pantis, 2013; Depraetere, Pavoine, Jiguet, Gasc, Duvail, & Sueur, 2012;
Fuller, Axel, Tucker, & Gage, 2015; Sueur, Pavoine, Hamerlynck, & Duvail, 2008). We deployed
a network of PARs to monitor the soundscapes before, during, and after an LSE. We decided to
employ the Hf index (Sueur et al., 2008), or the acoustic entropy index that is a measure of biota
richness in the spectral domain, given its proven utility in grassland habitats and high correlation
with bird species richness and insect abundance (Bormpoudakis et al., 2013; Fuller et al., 2015).
Insect and avian sounds are dominant parts of the biophony at these sites, and so we hypothesize
that changes in Hf will reflect ecological changes within this community. However, as ground
truthing is still evolving for these indices, we found it necessary to ground truth our results by
using species richness.
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3) Assess the response of the acoustic community to a stressor using a forecast model
Biological lifeforms, e.g. insects, frogs, bats, and birds are known to exhibit behavioral and
adaptive changes when exposed to anthropogenic noise (Patricelli & Blickley, 2006; Ruxton, 2009;
Ryan & Brenowitz, 1985). Such responses may be a threat to community biodiversity because of
reduced fitness due to energy costs of varied acoustic responses, limited ability to communicate
with conspecifics affecting predation rates and successful pairing, and physiological damage
(Alario, Gamallo, Beato, & Trancho, 1987; Oberweger & Goller, 2001).
We reviewed the literature on and grouped known responses to noise stressors. Adaptive vocal
plasticity considers how fitness costs may be incurred due to increased expended energy in
changing acoustic responses such as increased amplitude, increased call duration, or more frequent
songs (Brumm & Slater, 2006; Luo et al., 2015; Catchpole & Slater, 1995; Fernández-Juricic,
Poston, De Collibus, Morgan, Bastain, Martin, ... & Treminio, 2005b; Hardman, Zollinger, Koselj,
Leitner, Marshall, & Brumm, 2017). Some species who persist in noisy environments face
increased predation and reduced pairings because of masked communication with conspecifics.
This stressor response can be explained by the acoustic adaptation hypothesis and proposes that
species exposed to noisy conditions adapt by modulating frequencies, altering diel patterns, or
adjusting amplitude of their biological sounds (Barber et al., 2010). However, other species may
employ acoustic crypsis as a stressor response to predators (Conner, 2014; Ruxton, 2009;
Geberzahn & Hultsch, 2004). Traditionally, crypsis refers to alterations in the appearance of a
biological organism to deter predation, such as by changing color. However, recent research
suggests that crypsis adaptation may use other sensory systems, such as sound (Wilson & Hare,
2006). Although it is difficult to discern silence from absence with acoustic monitoring, another
known stressor response to noise is acoustic retreat. Acoustic retreat can be described as flight or
departure from a particular site in response to noise such as pulse events like extreme weather, or
very loud events like fireworks, employing facultative migration or flush responses. These
migrations or flush responses may last hours, days, or sometimes weeks, and may result in low
nest success or reduced site fidelity (Newton, 2012; Streby, Kramer, Peterson, Lehman, Buehler,
& Andersen, 2015).
These adaptive and behavioral responses are not the only concern to species in noisy conditions;
chronic exposure to loud noise can cause physiological damage to animals by increasing heart
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rates, peripheral vascular resistance, blood pressure, and in some instances, damage to DNA
(Brouček, 2014; Sobrian, Vaughn, Ashe, Markovic, Djuric, & Jankovic, 1997). Consequently,
noise stressors may contribute to reduced fitness, increased predation, and physiological harm,
resulting in reduced or altered biodiversity.
Our aim was to provide an experimental design that could assess if there were changes in the
acoustic community when exposed to a noise stressor. We employ the use of soundscape metrics
to measure the biological sound diversity and activity patterns of the vocalizing indicator species
prior to, during, and after a stressor – a loud sound event (LSE). One weakness present in passive
acoustic recorder networks is the use of sensors that collect pseudo-replicated samples in daily
intervals at the same location. However, these time-dependent samples benefit the statistical
prowess of time-series analyses methods.
4) Evaluate the analysis to propose management strategies or new policies
Conservation monitoring efforts employ various monitoring methods, but one method in particular
that intersects with soundscape ecology is the use of indicator species, or those species that signal
an ecosystem change as a proxy to measure ecosystem health (Kareiva, McNally, McCormick,
Miller, & Ruckelshaus, 2015; Landres, Verner, & Thomas, 1988). Soundscape ecology recordings
are well-suited for capturing and identifying common vocalizing animal species. However,
manually identifying all vocalizing species in the acoustic community is difficult, and thus
vocalizing indicator species may assist in a more rapid appraisal of the acoustic community.
Moreover, we consider vocalizing indicator species as a ground-truth for using soundscape metrics
as a stand-alone measure for evaluating and interpreting changes in the acoustic community.
Overall, the outcome of this framework provides the quantitative evidence that conservation
managers need to strategize planning for their system.
In our system, a restored prairie at an historical park just northwest of Indianapolis, grassland
obligate bird species rely on resources found exclusively in a grassland habitat, especially during
migratory and breeding seasons (Miller, 2006), and may be a unique group to monitor the health
of this particular ecosystem. We evaluated the acoustic condition of a pre-LSE landscape using
acoustic monitoring, identified vocalizing indicator species (common bird species comprised of
grassland obligate and generalist bird species) present throughout the research period, and then
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compared the initial condition with post-stressor condition using post-LSE acoustic monitoring.
Specifically, we evaluated how vocalizing species at a Midwestern restored prairie, quantified by
the spectral acoustic entropy index (Hf) and validated with common bird species richness,
responded to an LSE - a Civil War reenactment. We predicted there would be decreased acoustic
activity from the pre to post-LSE. We consider species richness as a measure of acoustic variation
between treatments as one of the following: species become quieter, become louder, retreat / switch
sites, or remain the same; as we validate the acoustic changes represented by Hf.

3.3

Methods

3.3.1

Study site description and defined spatial independence in a small plot

The community of Fishers, in Hamilton County, Indiana, experienced rapid land transformation
from predominantly agricultural land use in 1992 to dense-residential land-use in 2011. Despite
the dramatic land use change, Conner Prairie, a local non-profit historical museum, restored an
approximately 101 hectares (250-acre) agricultural field into a mixed-tall grass prairie in 2009.
Additional programs at Conner Prairie include an outdoor exhibit that mirrors the life of citizens
from 1836; concerts that overlook the restored prairie; and an annual Civil War reenactment (a
two-day, thirty-minute display of authentic Civil War ballistics and replicate musket rifles) near
the restored prairie, which we used as the LSE for our study. These community activities introduce
stressors such as noise and human presence that may harm species that use the restored prairie
habitat.
In part to measure the prairie’s ecological benefit and provide the natural history of the site, a
bioblitz was conducted in June 2013 by the Indiana Academy of Science, an assessment that
provided an inventory of animals at Conner Prairie (mammals, amphibians, birds, and insects).
Among the species catalogued was Henslow’s Sparrow* (list of scientific names for species in
Appendix B, * denotes Grassland obligate bird species), a species classified as Near Threatened
(NT) on the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List, and listed as an
endangered species in Indiana. Other nesting species typically found in prairies and documented
in the bioblitz, were the Eastern Meadowlark*, Grasshopper Sparrow*, Savannah Sparrow*, Redwinged Blackbird, Song Sparrow, and the declining Horned Lark*.
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In 2015, we deployed Song Meter 2+ (Wildlife Acoustics, Concord, MA, USA) PARs in the
restored prairie adjacent to an agricultural plot (site 1), the middle of the restored prairie (site 2),
and in the riparian site mounted to a tree at four feet above ground at the edge of the restored prairie
(site 3). Each site was about 250 meters from the closest sensor within the restored prairie area, an
area surrounded by a raised berm with riparian zone bordering the entire property. The PARs
recorded sound samples the first ten minutes of each hour continuously for 11 consecutive days
using 44,100 Hz sampling rate and wave file storage format during three treatment periods, pre (7
days, May 9-15), LSE (2 days, May 16-17), and post (2 days May 18-19).
We confirmed spatial independence of the three sampling units (sites where sensors were located)
using a “frequency receiver test” (FRT). This test is an acoustic propagation experiment designed
by KB and CG to determine if the distance between sensor locations achieved acoustic isolation
of each sensor. The acoustic isolation of two sensor locations was tested in each trial by placing a
Klipsh (KMC3 speaker series), a monopole point source with fixed maximum amplitude, at the
location and height of each sensor. The point source emitted pure tone signals at 1/1 Octave Band
Frequency ranging from 125 Hz to 16,000 Hz. Each tone was emitted for 1 minute with 15 seconds
of rest between signals. All sensors were set to record continuously throughout the experiment.
Comparison of the resulting spectrograms revealed that the emitted tones were not detected by any
sensor at any frequency used in this FRT, thus we concluded that observations from sensors were
spatially independent.
3.3.2

Assumptions of time-series data for fitting an ARIMA model

We extracted the first minute of each recording per treatment group per site and computed spectral
entropy (Hf) measurements in R. Hf variables did not show consistent change corresponding to
rainfall events or other environmental noises as defined by Ortega (2012). Then, we calculated the
augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF), a stationarity test that examines whether the mean, variance,
and autocorrelation of observations are constant over time (R package fpp). The ADF results for
Hf (ADFS1=-5.05, p=0.01, ADFS2=-5.63, p=0.01, ADFS3=-6.59, p=0.01) indicated that a unit root
was not present in our time series data (null hypothesis) and thus suitable for modeling (Hyndman
et al. 2015). We computed a time-series plot, decomposition of the time-series, and an
autocorrelation function (ACF) plot for each site (ts function, R). The time-series, decomposition,
and ACF plots for the Hf index were additive after a log transform (did not show a trend) and
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exhibited daily seasonality. The resulting time-series plots show that the observations were
constant over time with daily seasonality and did not have an increasing or decreasing trend. The
stationarity assumption was met as our ADF test statistic had p=0.01 for each site. Given these
results, we were able to account for differences between sites by fitting models for each site.
We fit time-series data per treatment period (7-day pre, 2-day post) using an ARIMA(p,d,q) model
(and with (P,D,Q) for data with seasonality and [N] which is the length of seasonality) when
seasonality was present. ARIMA is defined as AR(p) or auto-regressive which refers to the degree
of dependence of each observation on the previous observation, I(d) or integration which refers to
the level of differencing (a function that detrends data), and MA(q) or moving-average which
refers to the dependence of each observation on the previous error term (Anderson, 2011; Chatfield,
2016). Using an automatic ARIMA modeling package in R, (Hyndman, Athanasopoulos, Razbash,
Schmidt, Zhou, Khan, ... & Wang, 2015; forecast package), we fit the best model for each
treatment period per site using maximum likelihood (e.g., AIC). We selected a daily interval for
our maximum difference value (the number of days in the treatment period) in the algorithm to
reduce seasonality (D.max= # of days).
The ARIMA fit for each site, S1, S2, and S3, using the log-transform values is shown to calculate
the two-day forecast over time is depicted in Figure 7. Notice the shaded confidence intervals
beginning at day 8 in the plots. Here, the forecast for each site is slightly different due to the unique
characteristics of the sites’ time-series data. For instance, S1 was modeled using a moving average
MA1 as indicated by the fit ARIMA (1,0,1) with non-zero mean. The moving average value adjusts
how the forecast appears in the plot, in this case an MA1 predicts a flat line. However, S2 had an
MA0, ARIMA (1,0,0)(2,0,0)[24] with non-zero mean, and S3 had an MA2, ARIMA
(2,0,2)(0,0,1)[24]. Additionally, we see that S2 and S3 displayed seasonality over a 24-hour period
of time (as notated by the [24] in the model fit). The resulting forecast from the initial seven-day
monitoring period display a range of possible Hf values that could be considered as the expected
Hf value if all conditions remained the same for the site within an 80% confidence interval, and a
more conservative 95% confidence interval (light blue and dark blue bands). However, forecasting
is reliable only if the auto-correlation of the residuals is suitable.
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Therefore, we confirmed suitability of the model by testing the auto-correlation of the residuals
using a Ljung-Box test (Ljung & Box, 1978) (Table 4). The Ljung-Box test resulted in p-values
greater than 0.05 and small X2 values for each treatment and site, confirming that the residuals
after the ARIMA fit were not auto-correlated.
Then, we visually inspected the residual plot, a plot that confirms model performance when white
noise is present, or when points appear random. ACF and PACF plots provide evidence of a good
fit when points fall within the confidence interval. In all treatment periods for each site, residual
plots show a white noise pattern demonstrating non-autocorrelation. Although there were spikes
in the Site 1: Pre ACF and PACF plots and in the Site 3: Pre ACF plot, it is acceptable to have up
to 5% of spikes outside the confidence interval, the boundary that indicates autocorrelation
(Hyndman et al., 2015). As each passed the Ljung-Box test and had less than 5% of spikes outside
the confidence interval, we concluded that the time-series model fit was appropriate for reliable
forecasting.
As our results indicated model suitability, the forecast from the 7-day pre-treatment period was
used to quantify changes between treatment periods. To assess how much the community changed
from the pre- to the post treatment periods, we compared the forecast values, shown in Figure 7,
for the pre-treatment period with the first two days of post treatment period’s actual observations
within the 95% confidence interval. The light blue and dark blue bands provide an 80% and 95%
confidence level for these forecast observations. In our comparison, we selected the more
conservative 95% confidence interval, and only included those observations as “change” that were
outside of this interval band. Overall, this comparison considers how similar the post-LSE acoustic
profile is to the pre-LSE acoustic profile.
3.3.3

Assessing biodiversity changes with diversity measures

After listening to each recording, KB and LJ determined that birds were the dominant vocalizing
class and we therefore concentrated on birds to evaluate species richness. We calculated species
richness (S) as defined by Whittaker (1977) and Chao et al. (2009) from which we calculated 1)
within-site diversity (alpha diversity) by asymptote method of species richness estimate, 2) the
difference between pre-post LSE treatments per night and afternoon time-periods (betweentreatment diversity (BTD)), and 3) species change between sites (between-site diversity, BST).
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Some researchers agree that full species inventories are nearly impossible to attain (Chao, Colwell,
Lin, & Gotelli, 2009) and suggest common species richness as an alternate yet viable alternative
approach to assess biodiversity (Pearman & Weber, 2007). Therefore, we compared common
species counts with the acoustic index Hf to serve as ground-truthing.
3.3.3.1 Alpha Diversity
An expert ornithologist, LJ, identified bird species by call and/or song within each ten-minute long
recording for two time periods: night, 12:00-05:00 am (16 days, n=126, 1,260 minutes) and
afternoon, 13:00-17:00 pm (4 days, n=12, 120 minutes), a representative sample of our vocalizing
community. We intentionally focused on two contrasting sample periods outside the traditional
morning survey, as recent research has suggested that morning surveys may be biased and
improved with alternate sample periods (La & Nudds, 2016). Additionally, as our samples are
serves as ground truth for the Hf index value, we needed counts that were spread throughout the
day. We focused on the night time-period to emphasize Henslow’s Sparrow, a state-endangered
species, which sings most commonly in this time period. Then, we focused on an afternoon period
to emphasize species that may sing between 13:00-17:00 pm, a window period that centered
around the timing of the LSE event. We identified bird species present in 200 minutes of recordings
over a five-hour period on the day before the LSE, the two days during the LSE, and the day after
the LSE. We used the asymptote method of species accumulation curves to estimate species
richness (S) with respect to units of effort (observation) (Chao et al., 2009). We created a class of
the relative common birds to minimize the difference in abundances between species detected per
time period and called that class our relative vocal indicator species (RVI). RVI was calculated as
the grand mean of all site means in the afternoon time-period, the time-period with consistently
high diversity sites, as 2.85 (S1=2.48, S2=2.65, S3=3.43).
3.3.3.2 Between Treatment Diversity (BTD)
We subtracted the maximum post-LSE S from maximum pre-LSE S for each site and time-period
for alpha diversity and RVI. We calculated cumulative richness for night and afternoon timeperiods as the mean of alpha diversity per time-period divided by maximum post LSE S, the
maximum count in the species accumulation curves, and as vocal indicator diversity (RVI) per
time-period divided by total RVI S (relative indicator species known as effective species count,
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Jost, 2006). We tested to see if there was a significant difference between the pre-LSE (expected)
and post-LSE (observation) for each of the night and the morning sample periods for all RVI
species, and for the subsets grassland obligate birds and generalists using a Chi-square test with
Monte Carlo simulation (n=1000) (McDonald, 2014).
3.3.4

Validate Hf Index with Diversity Measures

We used alpha diversity and RVI as separate measures to ground-truth the Hf index predictions
(Fairbrass, Rennett, Williams, Titheridge, & Jones, 2017; Mammides, Goodale, Dayananda, Kang,
& Chen, 2017). To validate the forecast Hf, we did a pairwise comparison of species richness
measures, alpha diversity and RVI calculated as a proportion of pre count/post count, using a
Wilcoxon rank sum test.

3.4
3.4.1

Results
Forecasting from pre-LSE

A comparison of the pre-LSE forecast and actual post-LSE observations showed a difference in
observed acoustic activity as measured by Hf. All sites had decreased Hf values within the forecast
confidence intervals of the ARIMA model (S1=0.83, S2=0.688, S3=0.167), where 1.0 represents
the same activity level as pre-LSE, indicating that acoustic activity changed at all sites. To gain
greater insight into why these changes were present, we analyzed the vocalizing community.
3.4.2

Quantifying Vocalizing Community with Species Richness

The vocalizing community at Conner Prairie consisted of diverse bird species including
Passeriformes (songbirds), Anseriformes (geese), Strigiformes (owls), Apodiformes (swifts),
Piciformes (woodpeckers), Columbidae (doves), and Charadriiformes (plovers) (Appendix: Table
1). We detected 22 vocalizing birds during the hours of 00:00-05:00 am and 59 vocalizing bird
species from 13:00-17:00 pm. Although soundscape recordings included cricket (Orthoptera), bee
(Hymenopteran), bat (Chiroptera), coyote (Carnivora), and squirrel (Rodentia) vocalizations, bird
vocalizations were dominant with characteristic calls and songs, in part because it was the peak of
avian breeding season.
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Species accumulation curves for each of the sites are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 for,
respectively, the night sample period and the afternoon sample period and show the number of
unique species that were observed in each of the ten-minute recordings over the cumulative number
of hours for that treatment period. For instance, in the night sample pre- period, unique species
were labeled and counted for a total of 40 hours or 400 minutes per site. The species accumulation
curves for the night sample for each of the sites shows that the number of unique species detected
per hour decreased between the pre- and post-treatment periods. The comparison of species
accumulation curves for the afternoon sample between pre- and post-treatment periods shows an
increase in S1 and decreases in S2 and S3.
3.4.3

Between Treatment Diversity (BTD)

Between treatment diversity declined in each treatment group except during the afternoon period
in S1 for both alpha diversity and RVI diversity. The alpha diversity BTD value, or the difference
in observed species per treatment per site period on Table 5, shows a decrease in five out of the
six site periods. The cumulative difference in observed species for all sites was 0.760 of pre-event
richness of 1.0, indicating that although there were increases in one site period, the overall effect
for the study site was a decrease in species richness in post-LSE. The BTD of relative vocal
indicator species, those species identified as observations greater than 3, were similar to the Alpha
diversity BTD. The RVI-BTD value, or the difference in observed species per treatment per site
period on Table 6, shows a decrease in five out of the six site periods. The cumulative difference
in observed species for all sites was 0.802 of pre-event richness 1.0, also indicating that although
there was an increase in one site period, the overall effect for the study site was a decrease in
species richness in post-LSE. A chi-square test showed a significant difference in the pre- postLSE treatments for the night sample (X2 = 199.5, p < 0.001) and for the afternoon sample
(X2=31.37, p=0.04).
We examined the relative indicator species to see how each may have contributed to the changes
observed in our BTD. Night species presence at each site before and after the LSE is shown in
Figure 10 as the number of observations for each species in both pre- and post-treatment periods
divided by the total number of observed species to offset the abundance differences among species.
The Northern Cardinal (NOCA) was not observed after the event in S1 or S3 (S1pre=3, S1post=0,
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S3pre=5, S3post=0) while the Song Sparrow increased in S2 (S2pre=1, S2post=2) and (S3 (S3pre=1,
S3post=5) and decreased in S1 (S1pre=5, S1post=2). Grasshopper Sparrow (GRSP) had decreases in
S1 (S1pre=34, S1post=23) and S2 (S2pre=34, S2post=29) and no presence in S3. Henslow’s Sparrow
(HESP) was similar in S1 (S1pre=40, S1post=41) and S2 (S2pre=38, S2post=41). RVI species richness
of the night sample between pre- and post-treatment periods show an overall decrease in most
species except for Henslow’s Sparrow and Song Sparrow (SOSP). A chi-square test showed a
significant difference when comparing the pre- and post-LSE for both the grassland obligate
(x2=136.72, p<0.001) and generalist (X2=70.71, p=0.005) species.
Afternoon species presence is shown in Figure 11. There was an overall increase in S1 (S1pre=17,
S1post=29), as was supported by increases in Blue Jay (S1pre=1, S1post=2), Carolina Wren (S1pre=1,
S1post=3), Eastern Meadowlark (S1pre=2, S1post=3), Field Sparrow (S1pre=1, S1post=3), Northern
Cardinal (S1pre=1, S1post=2), Red-bellied Woodpecker (S1pre=1, S1post=2), and Savannah Sparrow
(S1pre=2, S1post=4). There was an overall decrease in S3 (S3pre=43, S3post=34), as was supported
by decreases in Blue-winged Warbler (S3pre=3, S3post=0), Carolina Wren (S3pre=3, S3post=1),
Common Yellowthroat (S3pre=4, S3post=2), Field Sparrow (S3pre=4, S3post=0), Indigo Bunting
(S3pre=4, S3post=3), Red-bellied Woodpecker (S3pre=4, S3post=2), Song Sparrow (S3pre=4, S3post=3),
and Yellow-throated Vireo (S3pre=3, S3post=0). In contrast to both S1 and S3, S2 did not display as
much change in percent presence of individual species in pre- and post (S2pre=25, S2post=28)
supported by neutral observations in Grasshopper Sparrow (S2pre=4, S2post=4) and Red-winged
Blackbird (S2pre=4, S2post=4), and slight increase as in Henslow’s Sparrow (S2pre=1, S2post=2) or
decrease as in Savannah Sparrow (S2pre=3, S2post=2). The chi-square test showed a significant
difference when comparing the pre- and post-LSE for the afternoon sample for the subsets of
grassland obligate (x2=20.27, p<0.001) and generalist (X2=148.46, p=0.002) species.
3.4.4

Validation of Hf Index to Between Site Diversity

We found that alpha diversity (Alphatot=0.760) and RVI (RVItot =0.802) and Hf forecast (Hf
forecast_sites=0.556)

all showed a decrease in species richness for the study site in the post-LSE. The

Wilcoxon rank sum test indicated there was not a significant difference between the forecast Hf
index with the alpha diversity (W=6, p=0.7) or with RVI (W=5, p=1.0). Overall, Hf reflected
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changes in the acoustic community over a 24-hour period validated by Alpha and RVI estimates
of daily acoustic change in two sample periods.

3.5

Discussion

This work in this chapter was designed to assess the impacts of human activities on sonic animal
communities using soundscape ecology approaches. Soundscape ecology is an emerging field with
major research questions defined by Pijanowski et al. (2011a) and include: can acoustic indices
and common organisms provide a proxy for biodiversity?; how do human disturbances alter the
soundscape and potential impact on wildlife?; and, what tools can land-use planners and
policymakers (conservation managers) use to help determine future soundscapes?
The first objective of this research addressed how acoustic indices and common organisms can
provide a proxy for biodiversity. We found that a Midwestern restored prairie acoustic community
responded to an LSE -- a Civil War Reenactment -- with a decrease in acoustic activity following
the stressor event. This decrease was evident in the measurements of our selected acoustic index,
Hf, where we found that the index reflected decreased acoustic activity when comparing forecast
time-series data to after event measurements, a novel soundscape ecology analysis approach. In
our effort to validate the results of the Hf computation, we used richness surveys in two sample
periods from our recordings. Here, we found that the acoustic behavior before and after the LSE
had statistically significant decreases for the night and afternoon samples of alpha diversity (all
observations) and relative vocal indicator (species with observations greater than three) bird
species, as well as for the subsets of grassland obligate and generalist bird species. We were able
to use both acoustic indices and common bird species to quantify changes in biodiversity.
The second objective of this research addressed how human disturbances that alter the soundscape
potentially impact wildlife. We used increases, decreases, or no change in species accumulation
curves to help define response as the impact in this study. We found that by comparing sites and
individual species that one site had an increase in acoustic activity following the LSE (Figures 3
and 4); and when we examined individual species responses (Figures 5 and 6) found that some
species seemed impervious to noise with similar acoustic behavior before, during, and after the
LSE. To address these diverse responses, we investigated the life history traits of individual species
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and research efforts that focused on physiological and behavioral issues associated with noise
stressors.
The third objective of this research utilized a rapid assessment soundscape monitoring framework
that could be applied as a tool for conservation managers to address the above research questions
using the LSE as a case study. The framework is arranged in four phases that allows for continuous
monitoring of a location with rapid assessment available using an acoustic index; and a more
thorough interpretation of potential impact under the strategic direction of a conservation manager.
In this study, we show that rapid assessment of noise stressors is possible using a PAR network in
a soundscape stressor-response monitoring framework.
This work enhances our current understanding of the role that soundscape ecological approaches
can be used to examine the impacts of stressors on sonic animals. Contributions that this study
makes to the current literature follows.
Objective One: acoustic indices and common organisms can provide a proxy for biodiversity
We conducted species richness surveys using two sample periods on our recordings from the PAR
network (Figures 3 and 4). These surveys were important because they defined the content of our
acoustic community, finding species of birds (Appendix B) as a primary contributor to the
soundscape. One challenge for soundscape ecologists is identifying all the species that makes
sounds within the range of a recording unit; so one approach is to consider vocal indicator species.
There is considerable research on what constitutes an indicator species (Karieva et al., 2015,
Mendenhall, Daily, Ehrlich, 2012; Noss, LaRoe, & Scott, 1997; Carignan & Villard, 2002) with
little research on what constitutes a vocal indicator species (Pijanowski et al. 2011a). An indicator
species is often proposed to be a sensitive species that is characteristic of the habitat and is
responsive to some aspect of environmental quality (Carignan & Villard, 2002). In this study, the
feature of environmental quality, as defined by the Environmental Protection Agency, is air quality,
and more specifically, noise as a pollutant (EPA, Clean Air Act Title IV, Noise Pollution, 2018).
Our grassland system is a small patch of medium quality (NRCS 1999) adjacent to collector and
local roads with low to high urban and low density commercial properties, and as such, experiences
constant road noise. However, this grassland patch offers valuable resources that may be used by
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our grassland obligate birds and less sensitive generalist species. We propose that further research
that investigates which species can serve as vocal indicator species. Our findings suggest that
sensitive and generalist species that occupy the same space for resources in urban areas are
vulnerable to noise stressors.
Objective Two: how human disturbances that alter the soundscape potentially impact wildlife
We found that our acoustic index and relative vocal indicator (RVI) species exhibited decreases
and could contribute to understanding the stressor-response impacts at a community scale. The
results of our forecast data (48 points) from the acoustic index compared to the actual observations
in our post-LSE (48 points) showed an overall decrease in all sites (S1=0.83, S2=0.688, S3=0.167)
— results that we consider as a measure of impact on wildlife and further defined by RVI. We
describe our RVI species in terms of life history traits, such as whether or not the species practiced
site fidelity or territoriality, have known responses to noise stressors as previously identified in
literature, and whether the species was an obligate grassland or generalist bird species. All of our
RVI species practiced site fidelity and were mostly monogamous with the exception of the
grassland obligate species Eastern Meadowlark and Henslow's Sparrow who also practice
polygyny (Herkert, Vickery, & Kroodsma, 2002; Schlossberg, 2009; Sibley, 2014). We would
expect birds practicing site fidelity, and likewise, males who are defending mates or territory
would want to remain at a site. We would also expect that those species who rely solely on this
patch may not be able to leave the site, but may alter their vocalization, and those species who
could leave, may leave even if temporarily, thus explaining why some generalist species exhibit
sudden shifts in acoustic activity.
It is possible that an adapted acoustic behavior explains why our grassland obligate birds alternated
diel singing patterns evident in our night and afternoon samples or high prevalence of night
vocalizations because of the constant exposure to noise (Patricelli & Blickley, 2006). This type of
adapted behavior is hypothesized to occur when sound degradation is present in habitats, an
increasing phenomenon especially with increased land use change, fragmentation, and
transportation corridors. For instance, birds may alter the frequency and embellishments of songs
and calls that need to be heard when vocalizing in degraded systems (Boncoraglio & Saino, 2007).
In contrast to the grassland species, the generalist species were not as abundant but displayed larger
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changes in their vocal behavior post LSE during the afternoon. Individual bird species responded
differently to stressors as discussed in a metadata analysis by Ey (2009).
Wrens (Troglodytidae) and in particular Carolina Wrens (Thryothorus ludovicianus) (Dowling,
Luther, & Marra, 2012; Naguib, 1996) are shown to employ an acoustic adaptation mechanism by
altering songs and calls to avoid masking due to anthropogenic noise (Figures 10 and 11 show
individual species responses). Likewise, the Northern Cardinal has been known to change
vocalizations in noisy situations which may explain the increase in vocal activity in the afternoon,
but we did not detect a decrease in our night recordings (Seger-Fullam, Rodewald & Soha, 2011;
Smith-Castro & Rodewald, 2010). There was a similar decrease in afternoon singing at the denser
vegetation locations S2 and S3 by the Common Yellowthroat, a species that typically does not
leave its established territory (Sibley, 2014). The Field Sparrow uses daytime and nighttime songs
which matched our observations of presence in both time periods and had a sharp decrease in
acoustic activity in all sites except for the S1 afternoon period, a time-period these species use for
territorial or mate defense (Celis Murillo, 2015). Field Sparrows may employ adaptive vocal
plasticity due to environmental conditions (Nelson, 1988).
Whether or not vocal plasticity occurs as an adaptive mechanism in the context of anthropogenic
noise has been raised by previous researchers (Pijanowski et al., 2011a) and several examples have
been described in the literature for a variety of birds. For example, singing Canaries (Serinus
canaria) have been shown to have a near immediate display of signal plasticity when exposed to
noise (Hardman et al., 2017). The Song Sparrow vocalizes when defending its territory and to
attract mates, flying short distances between perches from which they produce their vocalizations
and considerable research shows that this species will also alter songs in response to anthropogenic
noise (Fernández-Juricic, Venier, Renison, & Blumstein, 2005a; Patten, Rottenberry, & Zuk, 2004;
Seger-Fullam et al., 2011). In our study, both the Blue Jay and Red-bellied Woodpecker species
may have shifted positions as our observations indicate presence from one sensor to a new sensor
(Figure 11). Sound production by both is very different and it is interesting that these shifts were
observed here too. The forest-edge generalist, the Blue Jay, uses calls to alert conspecifics of
predators, almost always while perched in trees (Hilton, 1983) while Red-bellied Woodpeckers
display vocal plasticity when human presence is detected (Kilham, 1961) and may exhibit a flush
response (Delaney et al., 2011). Red-bellied Woodpecker mates participate in a drumming duet,
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with males using increased breeding or territorial calls, especially when a female leaves the nest
(Dodenhoff, Stark, & Johnson, 2001). Thus it appears that several behavioral sonic changes may
occur in birds as a result of a loud stressor event.
Objective three: rapid assessment soundscape monitoring framework
The final objective embraces all four phases of the framework with the implications of the final
phase that allows for conservation managers to assess the outcome of the acoustic monitoring and
modeling. Ultimately, this framework provides quantifiable information but conservation
managers will still need to interpret, analyze, and prepare a strategy from the results of the
monitoring and modeling. Here, we found that the acoustic monitoring and modeling provided
evidence that the vocalizing community experienced a type of stress when exposed to an LSE. In
our interpretation of the monitoring, we had anticipated that the RVI grassland obligate species
would be most sensitive to noise due to their limited range, but found that the generalist RVI
species also displayed acoustic changes in this urbanized system. The species’ life histories lend
support to both species subsets can be harmed or stressed by noise; and we argue that noise is a
type of air pollution. As such, the monitoring and modeling framework with RVI could contribute
to quantifying the response and impact to a noise disturbance at a local scale, but will require
complementary approaches that can ascertain if this change introduces species fitness costs or
some environmental impact that is deleterious (in sensu Mendenhall et al., 2012; Murphy &
Romanuk, 2014; Oberweger & Goller, 2001). Further research is needed to investigate the
functional aspects of vocalizing generalists to urban ecosystems as compared to specialists in order
to further refine our understanding of vocal indicator species. This research, alongside the
development of methods that employ acoustic indices, can enhance assessments of ecosystem
impacts to disturbances using the stressor-response monitoring framework presented here.
As conservation in urban areas may rely on shared space by wildlife and people, conservation
managers need solutions to address local scale, short-term stressor events that exploit monitoring
and balance these community needs to enjoy these natural resources. Our short-term monitoring
experiment at a restored prairie shows that soundscape variation as measured by the Hf index could
assess a community-wide response to the LSE. These results could provide valuable information
to conservation and event managers to modify the timing or location of activities with LSEs to
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minimize the impact on sensitive species. Our proposed framework relies on the conceptual nature
of continuous monitoring with a pre- and post- event comparison using time-dependent acoustic
data that allows conservation managers with limited funds and smaller parcels of land the ability
to resample at the same site. As we move toward conservation management strategies that are
affordable and more common, a soundscape stressor-response framework may allow resource
managers to employ rapid acoustic monitoring that detects vocalizing species and community
shifts. In rapid assessment, managers can determine if expanding beyond soundscape level
(acoustic index) to relative vocal indicator species level or biodiversity impact study is warranted.
Overall, the soundscape monitoring framework proposed here provides conservation managers a
systematic approach for identifying patterns to interpret the impact of disturbance-related stressors
on the vocalizing community of a landscape. Conservation managers could assess management
activities at a scale relevant to overall property goals, human impacts, and inform policy makers
in ways to benefit wildlife and the public.

Table 4: Ljung-Box Test results
The Ljung-Box test confirmed the residuals were not auto-correlated after the ARIMA fit.
Pre-Event
Site

Forecast to
Event

Event Forecast
to Post Actual

X2

p

X2

p

S1

0.1623

0.687

0.0257

0.873

S2

0.0322

0.857

0.02572

0.551

S3

0.0002

0.988

0.0340

0.854
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Table 5: Between Treatment Diversity (BTD) for Alpha Richness (Alpha)
Changes in estimated alpha diversity pre- and post- loud sound event. Each site was divided into
site periods to account for the two sample periods, Night and Afternoon. The cumulative for each
site includes an estimated species total (BTD) and the percent of species richness change (Alphatot).
The mean of Alphatot is as 0.760.
Site-Time-period

Spre

Pre-LSE

Spost

x̅ ± SE

Post-LSE

BTD

x̅ ± SE

(Spre-

Alphatot

Spost)
S1-Night

11

2.70 ±1.32

3

1.98 ±1.16

-8

S1-Afternoon

14

0.53 ±0.14

18

0.84 ±0.19

+4

S1-Cumulative

25

S2-Night

9

2.20 ±1.26

3

1.98 ±1.24

-6

S2-Afternoon

16

0.78 ±0.19

14

0.71 ±0.18

-2

S2-Cumulative

25

S3-Night

7

0.40 ±0.16

2

0.35 ±0.15

-5

S3-Afternoon

18

0.98 ±0.21

17

0.82 ±0.18

-1

S3-Cumulative

25

Mean Alphatot
for All Sites

21

-4

17

19

-8

-6

0.840

0.680

0.760

0.760
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Table 6: Between Treatment Diversity (BTD) for Relative Vocal Indicators (RVI)
Changes in estimated RVI diversity pre- and post- loud sound event. Each site was divided into
site periods to account for the two sample periods, Night and Afternoon. The cumulative for each
site includes an estimated species total (BTD) and the percent of species richness change (RVItot).
The mean of Alphatot is as 0.802.

Site-Time-period

Spre

Pre-LSE x̅ ± SE

Spost

Post-LSE x̅ ± SE

BTD

RVItot

(Spre-Spost)
S1-Night

7

14.86 ±5.85

2

11 ±5.80

-5

S1-Afternoon

3

2.29 ±0.42

7

3.29 ±0.18

+4

S1-Cumulative

10

S2-Night

4

22.50 ±8.62

2

17.5 ±9.15

-2

S2-Afternoon

8

2 ±0.41

5

2.89 ±0.42

-3

S2-Cumulative

12

S3-Night

2

4 ±1

0

1 ±1

-2

S3-Afternoon

10

2.8 ±0.37

8

2.13 ±0.36

-2

S3-Cumulative

12

Mean RVI All Sites

9

-1

7

8

-5

-4

0.900

0.840

0.667

0.802
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Figure 6: Soundscape Stressor-Response Monitoring Framework Diagram
The proposed soundscape stressor-response monitoring framework. The soundscape stressorresponse monitoring framework first describes (1) the natural history of the site of interest with
particular interest in natural and human patterns that are present at a local scale. The monitoring
phase (2) of this framework relies on a passive acoustic recorder network that collects data in three
stages: before, during a stressor event, and after. The third phase assesses (3) the acoustic data by
comparing the before and after set of recordings. Finally, the outcome of this framework allows
conservation managers to strategize (4) new policies based on the interpretation and assessment of
the acoustic data.
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Figure 7: ARIMA Model Forecasts
The forecasts of the fit ARIMA models for the pre treatment period for each site (S1, S2, S3) with
80% and 95% confidence interval bands. The plot for each site shows the log transform of Hf over
time and depicts the time-series data for a seven-day period followed by expected Hf values for a
two-day forecast.
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Figure 8: Species Accumulation Curves for Night Sample
Night sample species accumulation curves for each site (S1, S2, S3) within a 95% confidence
interval for each treatment period. The post treatment plots reflect the decrease in estimated species
richness after the stressor, LSE.
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Figure 9: Species Accumulation Curves for Afternoon Sample
Afternoon sample species accumulation curves for each site (S1, S2, S3) within a 95% confidence
interval for each treatment period. The post treatment plots reflect an increase in S1 and decreases
in S2 and S3 for estimated species richness after the stressor, LSE.
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Figure 10: Relative Vocal Indicator Species Plot, Night Sample
Relative vocal indicator species presence pre- and post loud sound event for the three sites in the
night sample. Percent presence is the proportion of total species present in pre- and post periods.
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Figure 11: Relative Vocal Indicator Species Plot, Afternoon Sample
Relative vocal indicator species presence pre- and post loud sound event for the three sample sites
of the afternoon sample period. Percent presence is the proportion of total species present in preand post periods.
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3.6

Appendix

Bird species are listed with common name, scientific name, and AOU code. Listing with *
denotes a grassland obligate bird species.
Common Name

Scientific Name

AOU Code

American Crow

Corvus brachyrhynchos

AMCR

American Robin

Turdus migratorius

AMRO

American Woodcock

Scolopax minor

AMWO

Barred Owl

Strix varia

BDOW

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

Polioptila caerulea

BGGN

Brown-headed Cowbird

Molothrus ater

BHCO

Blue Jay

Cyanocitta cristata

BLJA

Bobolink*

Dolichonyx oryzivorus

BOBO

Blue-winged Warbler

Vermivora cyanoptera

BWWA

Carolina chickadee

Poecile carolinensis

CACH

Canada Goose

Branta Canadensis

CAGO

Carolina Wren

Thryothorus ludovicianus

CARW

Cedar Waxwing

Bombycilla cedrorum

CEDW

Common Grackle

Quiscalus quiscula

COGR

Common Nighthawk

Chordeiles minor

CONI

Common Yellowthroat

Geothlypis trichas

COYE

Downy Woodpecker

Picoides pubescens

DOWO

Eastern Meadowlark*

Sturnella magna

EAME

Eastern Phoebe

Sayornis phoebe

EAPH

Eastern Screech Owl

Megascops asio

EASO

Eastern Wood-Pewee

Contopus virens

EAWP

Field Sparrow

Spizella pusilla

FISP

Great-crested Flycatcher

Myiarchus crinitus

GCFL

Golden-crowned Kinglet

Regulus satrapa

GCKI

Great-horned Owl

Bubo virginianus

GHOW

Gray Catbird

Dumetella carolinensis

GRCA
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Grasshopper Sparrow*

Ammodramus savannarum

GRSP

Henslow’s Sparrow

Ammodramus henslowii

HESP

Horned Lark*

Eremophila alpestris

HOLA

Indigo Bunting

Passerina cyanea

INBU

Killdeer

Charadrius vociferu

KILL

Mourning Dove

Zenaida macroura

MODO

Northern Cardinal

Cardinalis cardinalis

NOCA

Red-bellied Woodpecker

Melanerpes carolinus

RBWO

Ruby-crowned Kinglet

Regulus calendula

RCKI

Red-eyed Vireo

Vireo olivaceus

REVI

Red-winged Blackbird

Agelaius phoeniceus

RWBL

Savannah Sparrow*

Passerculus sandwichensis

SAVS

Sandhill Crane

Grus Canadensis

SACR

Song Sparrow

Melospiza melodia

SOSP

Tree Swallow

Tachycineta bicolor

TRES

Eastern Tufted Titmouse

Baeolophus bicolor

ETTI

Warbling Vireo

Vireo gilvus

WAVI

White-breasted Nuthatch

Sitta carolinensis

WBNU

White-eyed vireo

Vireo griseus

WEVI

Wood Thrush

Hylocichla mustelina

WOTH

Yellow-throated vireo

Vireo flavifrons

YTVI
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CHAPTER 4.

DATA MINING FOR SOUNDSCAPE CONTENT USING
A MULTI-LABEL KNN APPROACH

by Kristen M. Bellisario, Taylor Broadhead, Zhao Zhao, Hichem Omrani, Saihua Zhang,
David Savage, John Springer, Bryan C. Pijanowski

4.1

Abstract

1: Scientists are using acoustic monitoring to assess the impact of altered soundscapes on wildlife
communities and human systems. In the soundscape ecology field, monitoring and analyses
approaches rely on the interdisciplinary intersection of ecology, acoustics, and computer science.
Combining theory and practice of each field in the context of Knowledge Discovery in Databases
(KDD), soundscape ecologists provide innovative monitoring solutions for ecologically-driven
research questions. We propose a soundscape content analysis framework for improved knowledge
outcome with assistance of the multi-label (ML) concept.
2: Here, we investigated the effectiveness of a ML k-nearest neighbor algorithm (ML-kNN) for
labeling multiple classes simultaneously within a single soundscape recording. We manually
labeled sounds and extracted ecological acoustic features, audio profile features, and Gaussianmixture model features for each recording. Then, we tested the ML-kNN algorithm accuracy with
well-established metrics adapted to ML learning.
3: We found that seventeen unique acoustic features could predict a set of biophonic, geophonic,
and anthrophonic labels for a single field recording with average precision of 0.767. However,
certain labels were predicted incorrectly depending on the time of day and co-occurrence of that
label with another label, suggesting further refinement is needed to improve the accuracy of
predicted labels.
4: Overall, this multi-label classification approach could enable researchers to label field
recordings more quickly and generate an “alert” system for monitoring changes in a specific sound
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class. Ultimately, the adaptation of the ML algorithm may provide soundscape ecologists with new
metadata labels that are searchable in large databases of soundscape field recordings.

4.2

Introduction

The influence of soundscapes on wildlife and human-coupled systems is a widely researched
theme in the establishment of soundscape ecology (Pijanowski, Farina, Gage, Dumyahn, & Krause,
2011a; Sueur, Farina, Gasc, Pieretti, & Pavoine, 2014). The inherent challenge of conducting
robust assessments lies in quantifying wildlife biodiversity using spatiotemporal scales at varying
community levels from individual species to vocalizing community. Subsequent challenges
involve comparing the relationship between the wildlife populations and complex human systems
(Fairbrass, Rennett, Williams, Titheridge, & Jones, 2017). To answer these questions, we must
draw from the methods and skills utilized in interdisciplinary fields. Here, we propose
incorporating best practices from the fields of ecology, acoustics, and computer science to build a
novel solution that can be standardized for future soundscape analyses.
Ecologists investigate biotic and abiotic communities using field surveys and sampling methods,
while also employing remote sensing satellite information, LIDAR, and new morphometric image
classification techniques (Wang, Franklin, Guo, & Cattet, 2010). Acousticians use microphone
arrays to understand propagation and attenuation properties of sound across heterogeneous
landscapes in varied environmental conditions, and utilize digital signal processing techniques that
allow for further investigation into relevant temporal and spectral patterns (Porter, Arzberger,
Braun, Bryant, Gage, Hansen, & Michener, 2005). The combination of these techniques are useful
for estimating species richness in nearly every habitat (Kasten, Gage, Fox, & Joo, 2012; Pieretti,
Farina, & Morri, 2011; Sueur, Pavoine, Hamerlynck, & Duvail, 2008; Villanueva, Pijanowski, &
Villanueva, 2016), the relative environmental condition of a habitat (Fuller, Axel, Tucker, & Gage,
2015; Mammides, Goodale, Dayananda, Kang, & Chen, 2017), and functional diversity (Gasc,
Sueur, Jiguet, Devictor, Grandcolas, Burrow, ... & Pavoine, 2013). Though acoustic monitoring is
often preferred over traditional survey methods for being non-invasive and more cost-effective,
the issue of processing and analyzing “big data” has long burdened this approach to estimating
such properties that are descriptive of the overall system (Pijanowski, Villanueva-Rivera,
Dumyahn, Farina, Krause, Napoletano, ... & Pieretti, 2011b; Sueur et al., 2008; Sueur et al., 2014).
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The time needed to manually review all acoustic data is a challenging task. While automating
acoustic analysis is ideal, manual review is often required to ensure a certain level of accuracy.
This problem of labeling acoustic data with precision is shared by computational musicologists
who seek to identify the content of musical recordings in terms of genre (e.g., pop music, classical
music), melody (i.e., a short musical excerpt from a piece of music), or tempo (Downie, 2003). In
fact, the collection of rules established for Music Information Retrieval (MIR) systems allows for
an audio fingerprinting method that, with the correct set of audio descriptors (i.e., features, Peeters,
2004) and algorithm, can identify, for instance, the genre of a musical excerpt (Sturm 2013).
Soundscape ecologists could learn from MIR methods when evaluating the performance of
automated systems (Figure 12). The structure for MIR decision-making, as is shown in Figure 1,
uses a hierarchical structure that is well-situated for soundscape recordings (Εµµανουήλ, Μιχάλης ,
& Χαρίδηµος, 2007; Li & Ogihara, 2006). The two share, in parallel, the “universe” or soundscape
library (Ω), the “element” of a library (RΩ), “set of recordings” (rw), and “content” that generates
a set of attributes (A). Although the problem is similar, soundscape recordings have a wider range
of recording content, and thus there is a need for refining methods in rapid acoustic surveys that
could simultaneously solve both the manual and computational labor inputs necessary for
obtaining reliable estimates.
The rapidly changing environment in computer science offers soundscape ecologists revolutionary
approaches to signal processing and analysis. One approach providing a multitude of data mining
techniques includes Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), which computer scientists
approach discovery via a structure of data ingestion and processing resulting in knowledge (Fayyad,
Piatetsky-Shapiro, & Smyth, 1996; Zhang & Zhou, 2006). Ultimately, KDD and advances in
technology improve the processing step in the development of the discovery-to-knowledge process.
Sophisticated algorithms and data mining techniques have resulted in useful tools for ecologists.
The conceptual model of “Soundscape Content Analysis” includes data ingestion, data processing
and content labeling. The proposed soundscape analysis as using one instance (1) from the ingested
millions of single soundscape recordings present in a soundscape library (Figure 13). Metadata
from a single recording (rw) contains a raw audio descriptor file (2), derived from the file format
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(wav, flac) with quality characteristics that allow the comparison of recordings between sites
(sampling rate, bit depth) and spatial and temporal characteristics evident from metadata in the
timestamp (sensor name, month and date of the recording, and year). In the data processing step
of KDD, our metadata is converted to labels via the calculation of acoustic index descriptors (A).
The decomposition of the digital audio signal is used for the calculation of a variety of acoustic
index descriptors that contribute to understanding the content of each file and are broadly grouped
into four categories: ecological acoustic indices (Towsey, Wimmer, Williamson, & Roe, 2014),
Audio Profiles (Zhang, Zhao, Xu, Bellisario & Pijanowski, 2018; Zhao, Zhang, Xu, Bellisario,
Dai, Omrani, & Pijanowski, 2017), Gaussian Mixture Model measurements (Chehrehsa et al.,
2015; Zhang et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017), and timbral and Music Information Retrieval (MIR)
descriptors (Bellisario et al., unpublished data; Peeters, 2004). The content derived from each
group reflects knowledge from different perspectives.
For instance, the group “ecological acoustic indices” is useful for researchers in soundscape
ecology. Pijanowski (2011a) suggested that soundscape measurements are a proxy of biodiversity
and characterize landscape spatiotemporal dynamics. Like many measures of biodiversity,
acoustic indices are specific to the research question at hand. Further, recent comparisons of
indices show habitat-specificity and variable resilience to background noise (Fuller et al., 2015;
Mammides et al., 2017; Fairbrass et al., 2017). Ultimately, these indices are a useful metric for
comparison between acoustic datasets.
The group of audio profiles used by traditional digital signal processing experts describe sound
with a different set of standard measurements from ecological acoustic indices, such as minimum
frequency and signal-to-noise ratios. Soundscape ecologists and digital signal processing experts
may explore data mining methods that maximize information obtained from a single recording
resulting in new groups of indices, as the Gaussian Mixture Model group, and the timbral and MIR
descriptor group. Supervised learning, a method in data mining, uses pattern recognition
algorithms to train datasets and predict an outcome on testing datasets with applications in land
use change (Omrani, Abdallah, Charif, & Longford, 2015; Omrani, Tayyebi, & Pijanowski, 2017)
and environmental monitoring (Spate, Gilbert, Sanchez-Marre, Frank, Comas, Athanasiadis, &
Letcher, 2006). Supervised learning includes a powerful set of classification models. Ecologists
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and acousticians both use classification models for a variety of reasons, including for
morphological features or sound types (Gottesman, Francomano, Zhao, Bellisario, Khanaposhtani,
Broadhead, … & Pijanowski, 2018; Towsey, Planitz, Nantes, Wimmer, & Rose, 2012), species
recognition (Zhang, Towsey, Xie, Zhang, & Roe, 2016; Zhao et al., 2017), and dominant
soundscape classes (Bellisario et al., unpublished data).
Statistical and data mining techniques using software like R, Python, and Matlab allow for the
extraction of raw audio descriptors and the automated calculation of acoustic index descriptors.
However, these descriptors do not contain information relevant to weather conditions or
presence/absence of animal vocalizations. In a series of recent attempts to increase the reliability
of a single-label classifications for field recordings, Ferroudj et al. (2014) used five acoustic
features for a pattern recognition problem with success. Bedoya et al. (2017) used a complement
of spectral features to describe weather events, and Li et al. (2017) used unsupervised learning to
classify a benthic habitat. Long-term field recordings contain multiple species, geophysical, and
anthropogenic sounds present simultaneously, which require more sophisticated methods in multilabeling. Despite advances in accelerating data labeling, notably in the creation of user interfaces
to label large quantities of data rapidly and at high temporal resolution (Klein, McKown, & Tershy,
2015) and the incorporation of citizen scientists through web infrastructure (e.g. Amazon
Mechanical Turk), the process is still labor-intensive. Thus, supervised classification methods for
soundscape content analysis are crucial because large datasets with unknown content can be
sampled for manual classification and subsequent model training (Zhao et al., 2017). Ideally, the
result of the content is a set of labels that follows the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) database
structure, as seen in Figure 12, that combine the raw audio descriptors and the outcome of selected
acoustic index descriptors (5). These labels (5) provide the semantic universe (S), or set of labels
names habitat, sound class, for a query-based tool (6) (notated as Sv in Figure 13).
Multi-label algorithms, a type of supervised classification, rely on training data that results in a set
of labels, or possible class membership, for a single observation (Omrani et al., 2017; Zhang &
Zhou, 2006; Zhang & Zhang, 2010). In a multi-label class assignment, for instance, an object that
contains a bluebird may be considered a member of a class called “nature” and “blue”
simultaneously. In soundscapes, then, a field recording could be labeled as “rain” and “bird.” There
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are different approaches to assigning multiple labels to an observation, including problem
transformation methods, algorithm adaptation methods, dimensionality reduction and subspace
based methods, ensemble methods, and generative modeling (Madjarov, Kocev, Gjorgjevikj, &
Dzeroski, 2012; Sorower, 2010). These methods vary in the treatment of ranking predicted class
labels, minimizing loss function through a dimensional reduction technique, or by weighting
classes (Sorower, 2010; Zhang & Zhang, 2006; Zhang et al., 2017).
Here, we investigated how an ML k-nearest neighbor algorithm (an advanced algorithm from
adaptation set of methods) could predict many labels to identify the content of a single soundscape
field recording. We considered this in the larger context of Soundscape Content Analysis. We
hypothesized that using a combination of acoustic indices would increase the classification
accuracy in a multi-label classification task. To test this, we used data from a single ecosystem, a
temperate forest in Indiana, in early spring, collected at six different sites during two separate years.

4.3
4.3.1

Methods
Study site

We used field recordings from March 31 to May 16 in 2013 and 2016 collected at six different
sites in Tippecanoe County, Indiana that were retrieved from the Center for Global Soundscape
database. The field recordings were collected continuously for ten minutes every thirty minutes
using Wildlife Acoustics (Boston, Massachusetts, USA) Song Meter 2+ passive acoustic recorders
(PAR). The recorders were located at two agricultural sites and four temperate forest sites.
The experiment arranged in six steps as shown in the flow diagram in Figure 14. The first step
considers the content of the soundscape database and is the complete set of recordings used for the
training and testing phases. Each recording is manually labeled (2a) for each class (bird, amphibian,
wind, rain, car, other) as absent or present. The labeled training data undergo a set of trials that
include ranking a single label followed by ranking in a labelset (3) to determine an optimal k (knearest neighbor) and prior probabilities (4) as input for the testing phase (5). Posterior
probabilities determine the ultimate labelset for each sound recording (6). Below, we describe
these steps in detail.
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4.3.2

Generate soundscape bank and training dataset labels

We used a random number generator to determine which field recordings would be used in the
dataset from the full population of recordings available within the time period. We used stratified
sampling to insure equal samples for each of the four time periods within each of the six sites
(N2013=600, N2016=600). The time periods were T1) 10 pm – 5:30 am, T2) 6-10 am, T3) 11am4pm, and T4) 5-9 pm, time periods that reflect daily temporal changes in the soundscape
(Pijanowski et al., 2011(a); Pijanowski et al., 2011(b)). The samples were labeled by expert coders
(EN, LH, ME) using a sensory evaluation method (SEM) (Bellisario et al., unpublished data)
identifying seven presence/absence characteristics for the dataset: bird, amphibian, wind, rain, car,
other, and static.
We calculated a two sets of acoustic index descriptors on the first minute of each ten-minute
sample recording. The first group consisted of a set of ecological acoustic indices: Acoustic
Occupancy(REF), H, Hf, and Ht (Seuer et al., 2008), Acoustic Complexity Index (Pieretti et al.,
2011), Acoustic Evenness Index (Villanueva, Pijanowski, Doucette, & Pekin, 2011), and Number
of Peaks (Gasc et al., 2013) using R programming language (Team, 2013; Charte & Charte, 2015).
The second group consisted of a set of signal processing indices: Average Signal Amplitude, four
coefficients of a 3rd-order polynomial that fits the noise profile along the frequency, and six
parameters corresponding to a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with two mixtures used to depict
the distribution of log-energies of frames within the first-minute recording (Zhang et al., 2018).
The two groups of acoustic index descriptors were not highly correlated after inspection of a
principal component analysis (PCA) biplot (prcomp package, R).
4.3.3

Multi-label k-nearest neighbor algorithm

Zhang and Zhou (2007) presented a multi-label lazy learning approach called multi-label k nearest
neighbors (ML-kNN). This approach is defined as an adaptation of the k nearest neighbors (kNN)
algorithm, composed of two phases. The first phase identifies the k nearest neighbors of each
training instance (x), and estimates the prior probabilities and the likelihood probabilities of these
instances for each label λ. In the second phase, given a test instance, the algorithm identifies the k
nearest neighbors of the test instance. Then, it uses the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP)
to determine the predicted output, as follows:
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where �:; is the output label set for test instance t, �.; and �A; denote the events that t has a certain
label λ or does not have label λ respectively, and �E; G - denotes the event that there exist a specific
F

number of instances from the kNNs of t with a certain label λ. Furthermore, the posterior
probability is rephrased using the Bayesian rule, so that the output is determined using the
previously estimated prior using a threshold value for class assignment
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Eq (2)

In order to predict a labelset of a new test instance, ML-kNN deals with each label separately from
other labels by considering only the nearest neighbors associated with this label (Sorower, 2010;
Zhang & Zhou, 2007) (Figure 14). We keep the description of the ML-kNN approach short in this
paper, however, readers can find more details about the approach in previous studies (e.g., Omrani
et al., 2015).
4.3.4

Calibration and validation

In preliminary trials, we performed the calibration and validation steps using the 2013 dataset with
repeated samples and without repeated samples (a method that may use the same instance from
the training dataset using a random sample draw). We designated a 70:30 ratio for training-testing
data split to determine the performance of our selected group of features in predicting multi-label
classification with samples that were found in a single year. We compared different sets of acoustic
groups (set of ecological acoustic indices, set of digital signal processing indices, and a
combination of all of them) to ascertain the final set of acoustic indices used in the experiment.
We calibrated the ML-kNN model by normalizing the data and determining the near-optimal value
of k for the KNN algorithm using the trial and error approach. We performed 100 trials using nonduplicated samples to test all possible k values ranging from 1 to 20 with the 2013 and 2016
datasets as the training and testing sets respectively. We averaged the trials for each value of k and
found that k=11 led to the highest performing trial group. We set the decision threshold to 0.5 (i.e.,
this threshold is used for class assignment) and we used k=11 for the testing dataset.
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Evaluation of the performance of an algorithm for multi-label learning is more complex than for
single-label learning. The prediction for an observation obtained by a multi-label classiﬁer may be
correct fully, partly or not at all. We give next the performance measures (metrics) used in this
paper. Let Yi be the set of the actual labels of xi, let Zi be the set of predicted labels for cell xi and
P is the number of distinct classes/labels and L is the total number of labelsets (Omrani et al.,
2015). Our metrics depend on the following counts:
For each cell i, P = ai + bi + ci + di, where ai is the number of mono-labels that are in both Yi and
Zi (the number of labels correctly predicted, TP), bi is the number of labels in Yi but not in Zi
(missed by prediction, FN), ci is the number of labels in Yi but not in Zi (predicted inappropriately,
FP), and di is the number of labels in neither Yi nor Zi (TN).
Here, we use a partition evaluation metric, Hamming loss, and rank evaluation metrics, one-error,
coverage, ranking loss, and average precision (Charte & Charte, 2015; Sowerer, 2010; Zhang &
Zhou, 2007). A partition evaluation metric assesses the quality of the classification per class while
ranking evaluation assesses order of accurate labels, or relevance, from its origination, a technique
commonly employed in the Music Information Retrieval field. Ranking metrics are important in
machine learning when training a model by comparing model ranking lists with ranking lists
provided by SEM group as ground truth (Li, 2011).
Hamming Loss is similar to the prediction error (false positive and false negative) and missing
error (no prediction) in a single label problem. This partition metric measures the misclassification
of labels by dividing the difference of a predicted label instance (Zi) and SEM (relevance) label
instance (Yi) by the total number of labelsets (L). Smaller differences result in lower Hamming
Loss. High performance is indicated with smaller Hamming Loss values (Charte & Charte, 2016;
Zhang & Zhou, 2007).
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One-error is similar to the classification error in a single label problem. This ranking metric
measures how many times the top-ranked predicted label (y) is not in the labelset (Yi). High
performance is indicated with smaller One-error values, with 0 being perfect (Charte & Charte,
2016; Zhang & Zhou, 2007).
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Coverage is similar to the classification metric recall for a single label. This ranking metric
evaluates how many rankings are included in the total possible rankings to prevent false positives.
High performance is indicated with smaller coverage values (Charte & Charte, 2016; Zhang &
Zhou, 2007).
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Ranking loss is an evaluation of paired labels used for predicting labelset membership (Li 2017).
This ranking metric evaluates label pairs in a true labelset as compared to those label pairs ranked
lower, where �` ��

T
PQ

. High performance is indicated with smaller Ranking loss values (Charte &

Charte, 2016; Zhang & Zhou, 2007).
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Average precision is also known as mean average precision, and is an evaluation of overall ranking
performance. This ranking metric evaluates the mean of all ranks of each relevant label as a
proportion of that label over all other labels. High performance is indicated with higher average
precision values, with 1 being perfect (Charte & Charte, 2016; Zhang & Zhou, 2007).
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The combination of these metrics is similar to the relationship of precision, recall, and AUC for a
single label problem, and thus presents a compilation of balanced metrics that measure overall
performance of the algorithm (Sowerer, 2010). In multi-label evaluations, Average Precision is a
measure of overall ranking performance (Coverage, Ranking Loss, and One Error) and Hamming
Loss is a measure of prediction error and omissions.
4.3.5

Visualizations

We visualized individual class accuracy by comparing an hourly average of aggregated
observations for our study period (three months) for each hour of a twenty-four hour period using
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an area plot. We compared the aggregated data by hour between the cumulative observation counts
for all sites for each class separately. This type of time-series visualization allows for comparison
of overall accuracy by examining the shape of data across time and compare the density of
observations per site. However, the multi-label algorithm considers predicted membership of a
label according to the probability of the occurrence in relation to other labels based on the k
relationships established in the training dataset. We extrapolated the testing predicted label from
the multi-label results and superimposed the SEM labels to explore which classes might be
explained better with the algorithm.

4.4

Results

We describe the results of our experiment that tested the hypothesis that a combination of acoustic
indices will increase the classification accuracy in a multi-label classification task. First, we
present the soundscape data in terms of presence of observations in each label for training and
testing datasets (e.g. bird, amphibian, etc.). Then, the preliminary trials that resulted in the
combination of acoustic features is presented and subsequent performance of the selected feature
feature group in the experiment. We extrapolated the predicted labelsets for each testing instance
to gain further insight into individual class predictability.
4.4.1

Soundscape bank and dataset labels

The labeled recordings from the soundscape database were divided into training and testing
datasets. In Table 7, we present the SEM labels that resulted from manual inspection of each
observations from the training and testing datasets. The total count of each label was important in
deciding the ultimate group of labels for the experiment. We removed all files labeled with “static,”
resulting in a training dataset of (N2013=499), and testing dataset of (N2016=446). Here, recordings
labeled with “static” indicated that there was an energy spike or distorted sound present within the
minute of observation. Overall, the labels selected for the experiment were present in the training
dataset and the testing dataset (Table 7). The “other” label contained infrequent samples such as
water, airplane, mammal noise (e.g., coyote, or squirrel), thunder, or an unexplained sound event.
The SEM labeled 2013 training dataset and SEM labeled 2016 testing dataset is shown in Figure
15. In this figure, there is a decrease in all labeled acoustic events in 2016. For instance, in 2013,
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there were 187 documented amphibian observations over the duration of the study period, while
there were only 86 documented observations in 2016. Sound types did not change between the
compared years; for instance, we identified all contributing members of the amphibian community
by species and found that the same species were present in both years.
4.4.2

Performance of calibrated model

Here, we present in Table 8, the final results of the preliminary trials of using a 70:30 split of the
2013 dataset, and the results of the experiment using the 2013 data as the training dataset with
2016 data as the testing dataset.
4.4.2.1 Preliminary Trials
The aim of the preliminary trial was to establish the optimal group of acoustic index descriptors
capable of predicting a labelset for each recording. We used random sampling without repeated
observations for the training data in 100 trials where k-nearest neighbor was tested as k=1 to k=20
resulting in k=4 for the highest performing trial. This was repeated for three groups from the
acoustic index descriptors, Group 1 (acoustic indices), Group 2 (audio profiles and Gaussian
Mixture Models) and Group 3 (non-correlated group of acoustic indices, audio profiles, and
Gaussian Mixture Models). The highest performing acoustic index descriptor group was Group 3
resulting in a Hamming Loss=0.146, Ranking Loss=0.124, One Error = 0.203, Coverage = 3.219,
and Average Precision = 0.783. These results indicate that the combined groups of ecological
acoustic indices and digital signal processing indices would be a usable set of indices for the
experiment.
4.4.2.2 Experiment
The aim of the experiment was to see if the selected group of acoustic index descriptors (the
selected group from the preliminary trials) was capable of predicting a labelset for each recording
in a single year might be more generalizable. In this experiment, we used the 2013 data as our
training dataset and the 2016 data as our testing dataset. We found that the seventeen acoustic
descriptors from the preliminary trials could predict a set of biophonic, geophonic, and
anthrophonic labels for a single field recording with similar metrics to the preliminary trials. Table
2 shows the results from 100 trials using the seventeen acoustic descriptors with optimal k-nearest
neighbor ranged from 1 through 20 resulting in k=11. The highest performing trial in the
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experiment resulted in a Hamming Loss = 0.273, Ranking Loss = 0.232, One Error = 0.279,
Coverage = 2.499, and Average Precision = 0.767.
In comparing the preliminary trials with the experiment, we found that the Average Precision from
the experiment was similar to the preliminary trials. However, Hamming Loss, Ranking Loss, and
One Error had increases. The increase in these metrics indicate that the labelsets were not as
accurate when testing the 2016 dataset using labeled 2013 instances, as compared to the same set
of metrics for the preliminary trials. However, there was a decrease in One Error, indicating better
precision in the classification errors present in the preliminary trials.
4.4.3

Visualization

The plots show an extrapolation of each single predicted label in Figure 16 from the experiment’s
predicted labelset using the algorithm’s probability of predicted classification compared to the
SEM label. In the area plots for each label (bird, amphibian, rain, wind, and car), the aggregate
count (the summation of all instances for that hour in the study period) of predicted instances (gray)
is overlaid on the SEM label (black line). The extrapolations allow for interpretation of the
computed Hamming Loss, Coverage, and Average Precision with an aim to learn more about how
to improve the training dataset. We found that the predicted bird and wind labels best matched the
SEM labels. The least reliable predicted label was car, however, the predicted occurrences were
similar to actual hourly SEM observations. Amphibian and wind had predicted occurrences similar
to hourly SEM observations, with a slight increase in predicted occurrence for amphibians at 8:00
am and 12:00 pm. However, as we are reporting single class comparisons, it should be
acknowledged that predictions are made on the between class interactions for each labelset (the
set of all possible labels) and not on a single label classification.

4.5

Discussion

In this paper, we use the framework of KDD to connect patterns in our data to knowledge defined
as “content.” We found that the novel ML-kNN algorithm with a set of acoustic index descriptors
could predict a labelset for an individual soundscape field recording. Soundscape databases contain
hundreds to thousands of hours of acoustic data that would otherwise require manual labeling to
identify sources of sound (Towsey et al., 2014). Major sound sources include the geophysical
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sounds of wind and rain, class-specific sources of biological classes of birds and amphibians, and
anthropogenic sources of transportation noise. Classification tools that help expedite manual
labeling of biological sounds use supervised classification techniques such as template matching
(Zhang et al., 2016) and support vector machines (Virtanen, Plumbley, & Ellis, 2018). Recently,
Bedoya (2017) presented findings on successful rain detection in field recordings and Bellisario
(unpublished data) identified the dominant source of sound within a single recording. However,
current methods are only ideal for single-labels that may be specific to an individual species or a
higher taxonomic group. This new approach allows for multiple labels to be assigned to a single
recording. Similar approaches have been used in other research fields, such as assessing the
functional diversity of the genetic structure in yeast, scene classification analysis for grouping
similar photographic content (Stowell, Giannoulis, Benetos, Lagrange, & Plumbley, 2015; Zhang
& Zhou, 2007), and the organization of these labels into a hierarchical and searchable structure
(Downie, 2003; Sturm, 2013; Tian, Fazekas, Black, & Sandler, 2014).
One extension includes technology work from Music Information Retrieval (MIR) research
(Downie, 2003; Εµµανουήλ et al., 2007; Raimond & Abdallah, 2006). This group of
interdisciplinary researchers proposed an ontological structure that establishes rules that define
levels of how content could be searched from a musical recording (Downie, 2003; Sturm, 2013).
Whereas the MIR ontological structure encompasses the “genre” of music, and the “tempo” of the
recording, here, we propose a similar structure of attributes that encompasses the “habitat,” the
“season,” the “quality,” and the “class” of the sound sources within the recording content
(Raimond & Abdallah, 2006; Tian et al., 2014).
The proposed soundscape content analysis method provides the resources for acquiring metadata
for a tagging system that can be attached to a field recording. Although date and time of the
recording (“season”), the name of the sensor (“habitat’), and the “quality” as determined by the
digital sampling rate are readily available from metadata, improved labels describing content
provide soundscape ecologists with a usable query-based tool ideal for rapid acoustic surveys.
Further, the methods described here allow researchers to quickly navigate long-term soundscape
recordings to find a specific sound class relevant to their research question or study site. This rapid
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assessment of a particular condition (landscape changes, declining species, etc.) could serve as an
alert system.
For instance, the data used in this experiment indicated a decline in the number of amphibians
detected in 2016 from the baseline count established in 2013. Following an “alert” that change has
occurred, field recording labels may be rapidly sorted to determine if a sound class (geophysical
or anthropogenic) is a covariate in the cause of the alert. Ultimately, a new research question is
formed to help respond to an “alert,” and researchers addressing such a question do not need to
spend valuable resources on reviewing recordings that are not relevant to the question at hand.
The calibration of this model was limited to 446 samples for training, with unbalanced
representation for different classes. As we used random sampling to populate our training database,
this set consisted of field recordings rather than optimized training samples. Furthermore, we
hypothesized that acoustic samples collected at study sites could be used as training data to predict
the content of future recordings at those sites. As our preliminary experiment showed that the
acoustic indices selected for the experiment were able to predict labels from within the same year,
we sought to extend the training data for a more generalizable application. This system allows for
a baseline to be compared with multiple years, and the potential for the system to improve from
added training data. However, the use of training data from a different year could contribute to the
incidences of misclassified labels. As a result, the model was not very precise for certain classes
that co-occurred with other classes. Predicted amphibians had a high detection of false predictions
in the middle of the day which coincided with the detection of a car. This could prevent the accurate
detection of certain class combinations, such as amphibians and cars, as we had a wide range of
variation in the sample quantity and quality.
We tested a subset of commonly used acoustic indices, but future research may consider other
acoustic indices, such as the new timbral features shown to distinguish between soundscape classes.
Additionally, we tested a narrow set of content label types, but other labels could extend the
knowledge output from soundscape content analysis. For instance, content labels might include
how the sound might be perceived by humans as stressful or relaxing (Smith & Pijanowski, 2014),
or may include a set of labels that serve as an ecological indicator. Content labels could be further
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refined with sub-labels. The label “ insect” may also include sub-labels “invasive” or “pollinator”
which further refine the content as a specific health or threat indicator. This extension of content
discovery could improve how researchers use acoustic monitoring for more precision-based results.
Overall, we utilized the KDD process to introduce a new approach toward knowledge discovery –
a method that may contribute to knowing the content in a soundscape recording using the new
multi-label conceptual framework.

Table 7: Training and Testing SEM Label Results
The total count is shown for each class in the training and testing datasets.
Training
(2013)
Testing
(2016)

N

Bird

Amphibian

Wind

Rain

Car

Other

Static

600

345

187

351

149

128

219

101

600

277

86

255

69

91

182

154

97

Table 8: Preliminary and Experiment Trial Results, Metrics
A comparison of results from preliminary trials and the experiment show similar Average
Precision, the measure of overall ranking metrics, results with 0.783 for the preliminary trials and
0.767 for the experiment. However, there was an increase in Hamming Loss in the experiment
indicating higher prediction errors and omissions.

Preliminary Trials
2013 data: 70:30 split
mean of 100 trials for
k-values (1:20)
mean ± sd
0.772 ± 0.009

optimal
k

optimal k

k=4
0.783

Experiment
2013 train:2016 test
mean of 100 trials for
k-values (1:20)
mean ± sd
0.754 ± 0.009

Hamming
Loss

0.147 ± 0.003

0.146

0.275 ± 0.009

0.273

Coverage

3.289 ± 0.043

3.219

2.546 ± 0.039

2.499

Ranking
Loss

0.130 ± 0.003

0.124

0.242 ± 0.009

0.232

One Error

0.240 ± 0.018

0.203

0.297 ± 0.018

0.279

Average
Precision

k=11
0.767
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Soundscape Element
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set of field recordings from Ω

rw

single recording from R

single field recording from R

A

attributes that define the set of audio
descriptors {spectral feature, onset,
temporal envelope}

attributes that define the content of a field recording
{ecological acoustic indices, audio profiles,
Gaussian Mixture Models, timbral and MIR
descriptors}

S

semantic universe {genre, tempo, melody}

semantic database {habitat, class, sense of place}

Sv

metadata query-tool

metadata query-tool

Ω

R

Ω

Ω

Ω

Figure 12: Music Information Retrieval (MIR) Database Structure
The structure of Music Information Retrieval (MIR) databases use a set of elements that could
correspond to elements that exist in soundscape ecology databases. Here, each row defines a new
level where field recordings provide relevant, and retrievable, information (knowledge) for
researchers.
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KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY IN DATABASES (KDD): SOUNDSCAPE CONTENT ANALYSIS

1

2

SOUNDSCAPE FILE (rw)

Raw Audio
Descriptors

Acoustic Index
Descriptors (A)

3

Compute Each
Index
Combine
Indices
(optional)

QUALITY

SPATIAL

TEMPORAL

Comparison
Between Sites

Site Name &
Ecosystem

Day, Month,
Time &
Season

CONTENT (S)
Sound Class
(single label or
(mult-label)

4

Discovery process
for content

LABEL
METADATA

5
QUERY

6

Figure 13: Soundscape Content Analysis Conceptual Model
Conceptual model of “Soundscape Content Analysis” describes the process of data ingestion, data
processing, and content labeling from Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) where ingestion
of a soundscape file (1) rw from the set of recordings R from domain Ω undergoes certain
Ω

processes resulting in searchable metadata labels (5,6). In this model, the soundscape file (1) is
processed by extracting raw audio descriptors (2) and simultaneously transformed to calculate
various acoustic indices (3). The acoustic indices (4) undergo a supervised classification machine
learning task with a label(s) to identify content or those elements of V.
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Figure 14: Preliminary and Experiment Trial Flow Diagram
The flow diagram of the experiment arranged in six steps in two phases, the training and testing
phases. From the soundscape database (1), the labeled training dataset (2a) and its accompanying
acoustic index descriptors (2b) are processed by a machine learning algorithm (3), Multi-label kNearest Neighbor (ML-kNN), that computes a set of prior probabilities and optimal k (4) for the
testing phase. The testing dataset is processed by the machine learning algorithm (5) resulting in a
predicted set of labels for a single recording (6).
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Figure 15: SEM Class Plot, Alert System via Labels
The observation counts for each of the five SEM-labeled classes show a decrease in class presence
from 2013 to 2016. The strongest decrease in observations was for the class amphibian. This
decrease illustrates the potential for an “alert” system based on change of predicted observation
counts between two periods.
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Figure 16: Class Extrapolation Experiment Results
A comparison of the extrapolated predicted label (predict) with the actual observations (SEM)
aggregated by hour for the study period March 31 - May 16, 2016.
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CHAPTER 5.

5.1

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Summary of Chapter Objectives

This dissertation focused on the use of computational musicology and informatics methods to
characterize soundscapes in three ecosystems across different disturbance gradients. In chapter 2,
computational musicological approaches were used to identify a set of spectral timbral features
that could distinguish between soundscape components of biophony, geophony and anthrophony
in three contrasting ecosystems as Neotropical jungle, desert, and coastal estuary system. In
chapter 3, the focus was on assessing high-level noise event as a disturbance at a restored prairie
ecosystem examined within the context of a stressor-response monitoring framework that can
support prairie management objectives. In chapter 4, an informatics approach to discovering
knowledge bridged the ontological structure of Music Information Retrieval (MIR) systems and
its elements with parallel soundscape library elements that we describe as soundscape content
analysis. A novel algorithm was presented to explore the potential of multi-labeling of sounds
within a temperate forest. Hereafter, presented are the conclusions from each chapter with their
implications and recommendations for researchers.

5.2

Conclusions from Chapter 2 and Future Work

Chapter 2 addressed the research question of: “Can MIR-based methods place sound signals into
three major sound source bins (classes) better than current approaches?” This work demonstrated
that different spectral timbral feature groups could classify sounds into soundscape composition
classes using specific combinations of spectral timbral feature groups in linear and quadratic
discriminant analysis. The outcome of this method resulted in a single-label which allowed
discrimination of a single, dominant soundscape composition class. As some spectral timbral
feature groups performed better than others, further investigation is needed for testing the proposed
sifting scheme that may allow researchers to focus on more specific research questions such as
understanding changes in biodiversity, discriminating by taxonomic class, or to inspect weatherrelated events.
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This chapter explored only one type of MIR feature, but other features may offer novel solutions
such as algorithms that utilize tempos of a location (tempograms), concentration of frequencies
(chromagrams), and other temporal and spectral timbral features (timbregrams). As this work
investigated one type of feature analyses, a low-level audio descriptor in MIR, ecologists might
consider using other audio descriptors that could provide information about tempos and
concentration of frequencies. The gamut of computational musicological analyses is a useful
exploratory tool for the soundscape ecologist.

5.3

Conclusions from Chapter 3 and Future Work

Chapter 3 addressed the research question: “How can traditional metrics quantify disturbance and
temporal periods within a time-dependent structure?” This work proposed a stressor-response
monitoring framework that uses passive acoustic recorder networks and soundscape ecology
metrics to assess the response of a noise stressor. In this study, the framework was applied by
monitoring vocal indicator species community at a restored prairie before (pre) and after (post) a
loud sound event (LSE), a Civil War reenactment. Findings show that the post-treatment acoustic
activity, as measured by the soundscape metric and species richness, was significantly different
from the pre-treatment after a loud sound event (LSE), providing evidence that there was an
acoustic response to the LSE stressor.
The proposed monitoring framework is important because one problem with samples collected by
acoustic monitoring at a single site is pseudo-replication. Therefore, the proposed use of timeseries forecasting with acoustic time-dependent data allows for a statistically sound method to
compare actual observations after the stressor. Conservation managers could benefit from a rapid
assessment method that utilizes the benefit of time-dependent data to determine if changes are
occurring in a system. Additionally, the output of the proposed monitoring framework could help
conservation managers determine human impacts and inform regulatory practices in order to
benefit wildlife and the public.
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5.4

Conclusions from Chapter 4 and Future Work

Chapter 4 addressed the research question: “Can a multi-labeling approach allow for content
discovery in a soundscape ecology database?” This work utilized the KDD process to introduce a
new approach toward knowledge discovery for soundscape ecologists – a method that may
contribute to knowing the content in a soundscape recording using a combination of different
acoustic indices with the multi-label k-nearest neighbor algorithm. The proposed soundscape
content analysis method showed that a combination of seventeen acoustic indices could predict
multiple labels for a single recording.
Furthermore, these labels could be organized in an ontological structure that mirrors the
hierarchical structure used to organize “elements” in Music Information Retrieval systems.
Although date and time of the recording (“season”), the name of the sensor (“habitat’), and the
“quality” as determined by the digital sampling rate are readily available from metadata, improved
tags, such as “bird,” “amphibian,” or “car,” describing content in a single recording could provide
soundscape ecologists with a usable query-based tool ideal for rapid acoustic surveys.
This multi-label classification approach could enable researchers to label field recordings more
quickly and generate an “alert” system for monitoring changes in a specific sound class.
Additionally, we tested a narrow set of content label types, but other labels could extend the
knowledge output from soundscape content analysis. For instance, content labels might include
how the sound might be perceived by humans as stressful or relaxing, or may include a set of labels
that serve as an ecological indicator. Content labels will be further refined, such as the label “insect”
may also include “invasive” or “pollinator.” This extension of content discovery could improve
how researchers use acoustic monitoring for more precision-based results. The outcome of this
research is a promising model that can support research into the impacts of coupled-human natural
systems.

5.5

Broad Dissertation Conclusions

To conclude, the research chapters contained within this dissertation relied on computational
musicology and informatics as connected themes between the chapters. Although, each chapter
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did not bridge ideas directly into the next chapter, the conceptual framework and ideas for a chapter
built upon the previous chapter. In Chapter 2, the focus was on deriving a set of features using
timbral characteristics of single recordings, resulting in a single-label for three soundscape
components, biophony, geophony, and anthrophony. In Chapter 3, the focus was on field work and
experimental design from which these soundscape components could be derived. It is necessary to
build upon the knowledge of those soundscape ecologists who have spent many research hours in
the development of acoustic metrics and field methods. However, the use of acoustic metrics was
applied in a novel approach using time-series analysis to monitor noise stressor changes in an
acoustic community. And, in Chapter 4, skills and knowledge from Chapters 2 and 3 were
combined to design a more robust content discovery method using soundscape labels and acoustic
metrics. Each chapter concludes with a focus on real-world application, especially with the aim of
aiding soundscape ecologists and conservation managers with new rapid assessment sensor-based
methods.

5.6

Appendix

Here, I outline the contributions for the research chapters by each author.
Chapter 2 Contributors:
Kristen M. Bellisario: conceived the ideas, designed each stage of the methodology for
preliminary trials and the final experiment, generated the literature review, wrote the code
in unix and R, developed the SEM survey and labeling process, interpreted the data,
prepared visualizations, and led the writing of the manuscript.
Jack VanSchaik: provided support by tutoring and improving R code, assisted in the
design and assessment of preliminary trials of methodology, completed the SEM survey,
assisted in possible interpretation of plots, provided tutoring for statistical considerations,
and prepared the equations for the appendix.
Dr. Zhao Zhao: provided mentorship via weekly meetings when writing the manuscript;
critical analysis of methods; computation of window observation data that required
Matlab script; and assisted by editing the manuscript, performed secondary SEM reviews.
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Dr. Amandine Gasc: collected the data, helped write code to generate the stratified
random samples from the CGS soundscape database, provided mentorship in the form of
developing the research question, assisted in refining methods used in the preliminary
trials, completed the SEM survey, and provided critical analysis for the ecological
relevance of the experiment in the manuscript.
Dr. Hichem Omrani: provided assistance in interpreting k-means results in the
preliminary trials; examined proposed clustering methods considered for the final
experiment; provided advice on writing.
Dr. Bryan C. Pijanowski: collected the data, examined the methodology for preliminary
trials and final experiment, provided thoughts on ultimate scoping of work, and assisted
by editing the manuscript.
Chapter 3 Contributors:
Kristen M. Bellisario: conceived the ideas, performed all the field work, collected the
data, designed each stage of the methodology, performed SEM for each recording in the
study, performed the literature review, wrote the code for R, interpreted the data,
prepared visualizations, and led the writing of the manuscript.
Laura Jessup: provided the identification of all bird species by call or song from the two
sample periods, contributed literature to the literature review, assisted in the
interpretation of species accumulation curves, and assisted by editing the introduction and
discussion sections.
Dr. John B. Dunning: provided mentorship via meetings to develop and refine the
research question, provided critical analysis of the manuscript, and assisted in the
interpretation of some results.
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Jack VanSchaik: assisted in the maintenance of deployed sensors for two year, provided
statistical consultation on methods for analyzing the data, assisted with troubleshooting
code, and assisted in the review of the methods section of the manuscript.
Laura D’Acunto: provided mentorship on data management strategies, helped code the
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